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ABSTRACT: Recently, several employers around the country announced they would no longer hire applicants who use nicotine, even off the clock. Just last year, one entity adopted a policy that it would not employ individuals classified as severely obese. Read together, nicotine and obesity bans can be understood as employer practices that intentionally screen out unhealthy individuals.

Yet should these employer practices constitute legally actionable discrimination? That question is the central inquiry of this Article. It begins by identifying those recently adopted policies as discrimination on the basis of employee health. It then analyzes this novel brand of employment discrimination by comparing employer bans on nicotine and obesity with the employment actions forbidden by the current federal statutes that cover health-related information, mainly the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and the Affordable Care Act. The Article distinguishes between discrimination on the basis of health-related traits and discrimination on the basis of health-related conduct. Because the current federal employment discrimination laws are uniformly trait-based, prohibiting employment policies related to nicotine use and weight requires a different kind of antidiscrimination statute. The Article then surveys existing state legislation that limits an employer’s ability to discriminate on the basis of unhealthy behavior. It ends by proposing that well-structured legislation could reconcile the concerns surrounding this
contentious issue, simultaneously shielding the interests of employers while offering workers protection.
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INTRODUCTION

For most of us, our health is a work-in-progress. A nagging voice in the back of our heads reminds us that we should shed a few pounds or give up smoking. Yet time and time again, many of us still reach for a second cupcake or light up a cigarette. But what if employers could use these seemingly personal choices related to our wellness to make decisions regarding whether to hire us, even if we never eat or smoke at work? Recently, employers around the country attempted to do just that.

In October 2012, Methodist Hospital System (“Methodist”) announced that starting in January 2013 it would no longer hire applicants who use nicotine. The new policy forbids hiring individuals who smoke or chew tobacco in an effort to establish the hospital as a “tobacco-free employer.” Methodist plans to enforce the ban with a urine test: Applicants who test positive for nicotine will lose their job offers, yet will have access to a free tobacco cessation program and may reapply once they have been nicotine-free for ninety days. In a similar move, Baylor Health Care System (“Baylor”) stopped hiring nicotine users in January 2012, also adding a test for the legal substance to its existing drug screening process. These new policies led to public outcry, given Methodist’s and Baylor’s statuses as among the largest employers in two greater metropolitan areas.

Methodist and Baylor were not alone. In just the past two to three years, employers throughout the United States banned hiring nicotine users, including employers in Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.

---

2. Id.
3. Id.
5. For a discussion of the critiques of these hiring bans as unfairly discriminatory, see infra Part I.C.
6. Methodist currently employs more than 13,000 people. Lee, supra note 1. Baylor currently employs approximately 20,000 people and received around 3,800 job applications just last year. Jacobson, supra note 4.
7. See Delray Beach, Florida Bans Hiring of Smokers or Tobacco Users to Save on Health Insurance, HURFP POST MIAMI (Oct. 03, 2012, 6:03 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/02/delray-beach-florida-bans_n_1953172.html [hereinafter Delray Beach].
Also in 2012, Citizens Medical Center ("CMC"), a county-run hospital, instituted a policy against hiring individuals with body mass indexes of thirty-five or over. Body mass index ("BMI")—a medical heuristic—uses a person’s height and weight to approximate her amount of body fat. People with BMIs of thirty-five and above are considered "severely obese" and therefore at a heightened risk for weight-related health conditions such as high blood pressure and Type 2 diabetes. While initially defending its decision as an effort to promote a healthy image, CMC did away with the obesity ban in April 2012.

Although the above employers adopted their policies recently, these bans are far from the first of their kind. Employers have been screening potential employees based on their perceived health for years. See Jim Kinney, Are Companies’ ‘No Smoking’ Policies Turning into ‘No Smokers Need Apply’?, THE REPUBLICAN (Feb. 4, 2013, 5:10 AM), http://www.masslive.com/business-news/index.ssf/2013/02/are_companies_no_smoking_policies_turnin.html.


Methodist and Baylor are in Houston and Dallas, respectively.


The BMI metric is designed to assess whether an individual is within a healthy weight range. To calculate her BMI, one can multiply her weight in pounds by 703, divide by her height in inches, and divide again by height. The resulting number is her BMI. BMIs from 18.5–24.9 are considered healthy. See NAT’L INSTS. OF HEALTH, CLINICAL GUIDELINES ON THE IDENTIFICATION, EVALUATION, AND TREATMENT OF OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY IN ADULTS xiv (1998) (explaining BMI calculations and classifying BMIs as underweight, normal, overweight, obese, or extremely obese).

Id. at 72. There are three classifications within the "obese" range: Obesity I (BMI 30–34.9), Obesity II (BMI 35–39.9), Obesity III/Extreme Obesity (BMI of 40 and above). Id. at xiv tbl.ES-2.

Id. at 12–19 (explaining the health risks associated with being overweight and obesity); see also Erin Pradia, Citizens Medical Center Reverses Ban on Hiring Obese People, VICTORIA ADVOC. (Apr. 12, 2012, 10:45 AM), http://www.victoriaadvocate.com/news/2012/apr/11/citizens_medical_center_reverses_ban_on_hiring_obese_people/ (citing nutritionist Tim Holcomb).

For a discussion of the role of business image in hiring for health-related employers, see infra Part I.B.3.

For example, Henry Ford notoriously regulated the conduct of his employees. See Lewis Maltby, Whose Life Is It Anyway?: Employer Control of Off-Duty Smoking and Individual Autonomy, 34 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 1633, 1639 (2008) (describing the invasive nature of the Ford Motor Company’s policies); see also James A. Sonne, Monitoring for Quality Assurance:
decade ago, companies were already adopting hiring practices designed to regulate employee health. These policies prompted several states to pass legislation that prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis of legal lifestyle choices that do not directly affect performance in the workplace.

While these types of statutes have gained significant traction at the state level, at present they have no federal counterpart.

This Article examines employment policies based on unhealthy conduct, asking if those practices constitute unjustifiable discrimination. Employers may opt to screen out applicants they consider unhealthy for a number of rational reasons: to cabin health-insurance costs, to increase workforce productivity, or to cultivate a particular business image. However, individuals considered unhealthy—particularly smokers and the obese—are also the objects of stigma. This Article queries whether this differentiation on the basis of health status constitutes legitimate grounds for employer decision-making, or whether the law ought to intervene on behalf of applicants and employees engaging in unhealthy conduct.

It ultimately concludes that while employers may have practically sound—and perhaps even socially desirable—reasons to screen for health in their employment decisions, policies like the ones described here have the potential to perpetuate existing health disparities, including those experienced by certain historically disadvantaged groups, mainly racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, and the poor and near-poor. Ironically, these efforts at health promotion could ultimately lead to greater adverse health outcomes, by not only denying those populations access to wage work but also by impeding their ability to obtain health insurance and, as a result, access to needed health care.

This Article contributes to the practical and scholarly debates surrounding the regulation of employee health by recognizing valid concerns on both sides of this polarizing issue and proposing a middle legislative ground. While staunch privacy advocates disparage health-related employer screens as unduly intrusive into our private lives, proponents of employment at-will view them as just another useful metric upon which employers can base their choices. However, neither perspective captures the full complexity of the issues at play here. While these positions seem


21. Currently, depending on how widely the term is defined, 30 states have legislation prohibiting lifestyle discrimination in employment. See Maltby, supra note 19, at 1647 n.43. For an in-depth discussion of the state legislation, see infra Part IIIA.
intractable, this Article proposes that well-drafted legislation can reconcile employer and employee concerns.

Further, health promotion, even if driven by cost concerns, could enhance the greater good. The Article thus explores nondiscriminatory ways in which employers could promote employee health, even in the wake of legislation. Encouraging workers to stop smoking or to maintain a healthy weight are laudable health goals and employers could—and perhaps should—play a significant role in their promotion. However, adverse employment actions, such as failing to hire or firing, based on health-related conduct that is not job-related and that occurs away from work are simply the wrong mechanisms to achieve this desirable end. Thus, the Article posits that employers may regulate employee health in ways that do not jeopardize a qualified individual’s ability to find or keep a job, thereby balancing employers’ valid interests in promoting the health of their employees with the rights of the workers themselves.

Finally, it contributes to the scholarly discussion surrounding the American antidiscrimination project by framing nicotine and obesity bans as discrimination on the basis of health status or “healthism.” The Article explores the normative justifications for and against understanding differentiation on the basis of health status as unfairly discriminatory, including the disparate impact employer healthism will have on vulnerable populations.

The Article proceeds in three parts. Part I casts these recent policies as healthism, or discrimination on the basis of health status, and explores both recent and past examples of employment policies that screen applicants based on health-related factors. Part II examines whether existing federal statutes would cover employer screens for nicotine use and obesity, concluding that they would not. This incongruity exists, at least in part, because the current laws governing health-related discrimination, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, focus on protected traits, whereas the discriminatory actions at issue here differentiate on the basis of health-related conduct. Part III explores the need for legislation to protect against employer healthism. It begins by reviewing the existing state statutes that prohibit conduct-based discrimination. After exploring the arguments both for and against such legislation, the Article proposes that additional protections are necessary to protect workers, particularly members of certain historically disadvantaged groups, whom health-related employer screens would disproportionately harm. By denying access to wage work, employer-provided health insurance, and wellness programs, employer screens for health-related conduct could perpetuate existing health disparities, possibly leading to lower overall population health. These unintended—yet serious—negative effects warrant further regulation. Finally, the Article ends by asserting that lawmakers could draft legislation that would simultaneously
protect employees while allowing employers to consider health-related factors when appropriate.

I. DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF HEALTH

Bans on hiring nicotine users and overweight individuals can be understood as employment practices that screen on the basis of health status. This Part catalogues prominent examples of these policies in the United States, exploring how employers have screened both prospective and current employees based on their health. It then takes the perspective of the employer, examining the reasons for choosing not to employ individuals classified as unhealthy. Finally, Part I ends by exploring the popular objections to health-related employment policies, framing differentiation on the basis of health as undue discrimination on the part of employers.

A. HEALTH-RELATED EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

Starting as far back as the late 1980s and early 1990s, various employers implemented policies designed to regulate the health of their employees.22 Early adopters of health-related employer screens include Alaska Airlines, Turner Broadcasting, Florida’s Gulf Power, and law enforcement agencies.23 Over the past five years, several kinds of companies have banned hiring smokers or other nicotine users, ranging from health-care providers,24 to state employers,25 to miscellaneous private employers, including a chain of casinos that opened its doors in 2012.26

Yet the regulation does not always stop with hiring bans: Some employers have likewise imposed conduct restrictions on their existing employees.27 For example, in 2004, Weyco, a health-insurance company based in Michigan, prohibited its employees from smoking.28 Weyco gave its workers who smoked fifteen months to quit, after which they would be required to take a breath test.29 At the end of the grace period, the company then terminated four employees who refused to submit to the test.30 Similarly, Best Lock, an Indiana-based manufacturing business with an

---

22. This Article describes efforts of modern employers to regulate the non-job-related health of their employees. Yet, depending on where one draws the line, employers have been regulating health for far longer, such as the company towns of the late 1800s.
25. Delray Beach, supra note 7; Privacy Line, supra note 4.
26. Delray Beach, supra note 7; Privacy Line, supra note 4; Two New Casinos in Ohio Say They Won’t Hire Smokers, supra note 10.
28. Id. (describing Weyco’s policy).
29. Id.
30. Id.
alcohol-abstinence policy, fired an employee after he disclosed he had had drinks at a bar with friends a few years before.31

In 2006, Scotts Miracle-Gro adopted perhaps the most comprehensive—and notorious—initiative designed to promote employee health.32 Scotts’ policies targeted both tobacco use and obesity.33 The employees whom the company deemed to be at “moderate to high” health risk worked with individually assigned “health coaches” to set and achieve goals such as lowering cholesterol and losing weight.34 The workers who elected not to participate in the company’s program—or who failed to meet their coaches’ recommended health-management goals—faced increased health-insurance premiums.35 To support his employees in their efforts, Chief Executive Jim Hagedorn built a multi-million dollar gym and wellness center across the street from Scotts’ headquarters and offered free prescription drugs, medical care, and personal trainers.36

Scotts also instituted a hiring ban on nicotine users as part of its larger effort to improve employee health. Moreover, like Weyco, Scotts forbid current employees from using nicotine. In 2007, the company fired lawn care technician Scott Rodrigues after he tested positive for the substance.37 Rodrigues sued Scotts in federal court, alleging violations of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (“ERISA”) and Massachusetts state law.38 Although the district court granted summary judgment in favor of the employer, the parties ultimately settled the case.39

---


32. Reportedly, Jack Welch told Scotts’ CEO Jim Hagedorn that Hagedorn had “balls of steel.” Michelle Conlin, Get Healthy—Or Else: Inside One Company’s All-Out Attack on Medical Costs, BUSINESSWEEK, Feb. 26, 2007, at 60. Hagedorn himself stated: “This is an area where CEOs are afraid to go. A lot of people are watching to see how badly we get sued.” Id. For additional description of the Scotts policy, see Henderson, supra note 27, at 1548 (describing the Scotts policy and its reception); James Ruffin Lawrence, III, “Let Us Now Try Liberty”: Freeing the Private Sector to Tackle North Carolina’s Tobacco Addiction by Reinstating Employment Freedom of Contract, 90 N.C. L. REV. 510, 511–15 (2012) (describing the Scotts policy and its reception).

33. Lawrence, supra note 32, at 512; see generally Conlin, supra note 32 (detailing Scotts’ wellness policies).

34. Conlin, supra note 32, at 58 (detailing a phone conversation between a Scotts employee and his health coach).

35. Id. at 64 (explaining that Scotts employees who refuse to take health-risk assessments paid $40 per month more in premiums and those who did not comply with their health coaches’ plan paid an additional $67 per month).

36. Id. (describing the wellness center).

37. Conlin, supra note 32, at 60, 69; see also Lawrence, supra note 32, at 514.


39. Lawrence, supra note 32, at 514.
Finally, Clarian Health Partners, a hospital chain, adopted a policy in 2009 that docked an employee’s pay $30 every other week for failing to meet certain health-related targets concerning blood pressure, weight, and cholesterol.40 However, after employees protested, the company revised its health-promotion policies by making them more incentive-based and less punitive.41 As in the case of Scotts, for many of these employers, the hiring bans evolved as part of a greater objective to improve the health and wellness of their workforce.42

As mentioned, Baylor began screening applicants for nicotine at the beginning of 2012. However, the new ban on hiring tobacco users was not its first move toward discouraging unhealthy behavior among its employees. Several years ago, the non-profit organization instituted a free program to help its workers quit smoking.43 Recently, Baylor has taken more drastic measures, such as banning smoking at all of its facilities and requiring employees who smoke to pay a health-insurance surcharge.44 The 2012 ban on hiring is, thus, Baylor’s most recent tool in its ongoing effort to regulate the health of its employees.45 Yet perhaps ironically, because the test detects nicotine from any source,46 Baylor’s screenings will likewise exclude individuals who are in the process of quitting or who have quit but rely on nicotine patches or gum.

**B. **MOTIVATIONS BEHIND HEALTH-RELATED EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

Employers may have multiple motivations for taking an interest in the health of their employees. Those driving forces include: (1) costs related to employer-provided health insurance and worker safety and productivity,

---


41. Id.


43. Jacobson, supra note 4; Privacy Line, supra note 4. Baylor will pay for both its employees and their spouses to go through the smoking cessation program. Jacobson, supra note 4.

44. Jacobson, supra note 4; Privacy Line, supra note 4.


46. See Jacobson, supra note 4 (explaining that “[t]he test will detect nicotine from cigarettes, cigars, pipes, chewing tobacco, gum, and even patches,” but according to Baylor, “[t]he threshold level for a positive test should be high enough to exclude exposure from second-hand smoke”).
(2) stigma against smokers and overweight people, (3) promotion of a particular business image or workplace dynamic, and (4) paternalistic instincts.

1. Cost

Employers often regulate their employees’ health to reduce costs.\(^{47}\) Through regulation, regulators hope to force individuals to bear their own costs, instead of passing those costs off to third parties.\(^{48}\) According to this rationale, regulation will lead to the optimal amount of the cost-generating activity by ensuring that people do not impose the cost of their choices on others.\(^{49}\) At least two kinds of cost-based concerns may drive employers to avoid hiring employees considered unhealthy: (1) higher health-insurance rates and premiums; and (2) productivity and safety concerns.\(^{50}\) Attempting to reduce these costs is thus economically rational behavior on the part of employers. In fact, health-care costs are arguably the greatest motivation for employers to regulate health-related conduct.\(^{51}\)

The majority of Americans with health insurance hold group policies provided through their employers.\(^{52}\) Employers can either self-insure by independently covering the health-care costs of their employees,\(^{53}\) or

---

47. Henderson, supra note 27, at 1522 (identifying cost internalization as “the primary basis for public and private regulation”).
48. Id. (describing the cost-internalization theory of regulation as “forcing individuals or firms to bear the costs they impose on others”).
49. Id. at 1522–23.
50. Advocates of tobacco bans often cite cost to justify the policies. See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1652 (arguing that “making the transition to a tobacco-free workforce may be an easy and cost-effective way for businesses to substantially reduce healthcare costs and increase productivity”). M. Todd Henderson calls the cost–benefit analysis behind decisions to prohibit unhealthy conduct “simple.” Henderson, supra note 27, at 1517–18 (“The logic behind Weyco’s decision is simple—firms bear some of the costs of individuals smoking (including higher health-insurance costs, lower productivity, increased absenteeism, and so on) and therefore have an incentive to reduce these costs.”).
purchase a health plan from a separate health-insurance company.\textsuperscript{54} While self-insured entities may feel the impact of their employees’ poor health more acutely, it is in the financial best interest of all employers to minimize the amount they spend on health insurance. Moreover, employees themselves stand to benefit from bans on unhealthy conduct, as low-risk employees must subsidize the costs of their riskier counterparts, either in the form of higher group insurance premiums or lower wages.\textsuperscript{55}

Consequently, the increasing cost of health insurance (as well as anxieties regarding the unknown long-term effect of health-care reform) may have motivated recent hiring bans.\textsuperscript{56} The price tag on employer-provided insurance has more than doubled over the last ten years, giving employers a strong incentive to scale back costs by promoting employee health.\textsuperscript{57} As a group, smokers and other nicotine users face more health risks than people who do not use tobacco, thus making them more expensive to insure.\textsuperscript{58} Similarly, people outside of healthy weight ranges may also encounter more health risks, leading to higher insurance rates and premiums.\textsuperscript{59} Not surprisingly, smoking and obesity are often cited as two of the primary causes of high health-care costs.\textsuperscript{60} In fact, a 2007 poll revealed

\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. (defining a “self-funded plan”). While employers that self-insure cover costs from their own budgets, they may hire third-party administrators to manage the plans. \textit{Id.}
\item Henderson, supra note 27, at 1518. In fact, Henderson argues that employees and owners not only stand to benefit from employment policies regulating employee conduct both on and off the job, but also demand it. \textit{See generally id.} (arguing that the question is not whether third parties should regulate conduct but rather which third parties are the most effective and appropriate regulators—governments or private firms). Similarly, Conlin notes that “people could start blaming unhealthy colleagues for helping push up premiums.” Conlin, \textit{supra} note 32, at 60.
\item See Henderson, \textit{supra} note 27, at 1529 (noting that “[b]oth firms and the government, which pay most healthcare expenditures, are increasingly active in policing health and safety practices in an attempt to reduce healthcare costs”); \textit{see also} Berman & Crane, \textit{supra} note 42, at 1651–52 (describing controversies surrounding previous tobacco bans as “the conflict between company executives determined to cut healthcare costs and ‘privacy advocates’ (or in some articles ‘civil rights activists’))”.
\item \textit{Privacy Line, supra} note 4. Employers offering health-insurance benefits annually pay about $11,000 for family coverage and $4500 for individual coverage. \textit{See The Kaiser Family Found. & Health Research & Educ. Trust, supra} note 53, at 70; \textit{see also} Miller, \textit{supra} note 40, at 373–75 (describing the effects of the rising cost of health care on employers and employees); Sonne, \textit{supra} note 19, at 152 (describing rising health-care costs for employees).
\item Recent estimates indicate that each smoker costs his or her employer an additional $4000 each year. \textit{See} Harald Schmidt, Kristin Voigt & Ezekiel J. Emanuel, \textit{The Ethics of Not Hiring Smokers}, 368 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1369, 1369 (2013). \textit{But see} Jill R. Horwitz, Brenna D. Kelly & John E. DiNardo, \textit{Wellness Incentives in the Workplace: Cost Savings Through Cost Shifting to Unhealthy Workers}, 32 HEALTH AFF. 468, 472 (2013).
\item Pradia, \textit{supra} note 16.
\item \textit{See, e.g.} Henderson, \textit{supra} note 27, at 1544 (citing smoking and obesity as “[t]wo of the biggest causes” of health-care costs).
\end{enumerate}
that 91% of employers thought they could lower their health-care costs by encouraging their employees to make healthier lifestyle choices.\(^{61}\)

The relationship between a desire to cabin health-care expenditures and the regulation of employee health exceeds mere conjecture. Some companies explicitly referenced health-care costs to justify their decisions to adopt health-related employment policies.\(^{62}\) For example, Dr. Marc Boom, the president and chief executive officer of Methodist, cited cost as a factor in the decision to ban hiring nicotine users.\(^{63}\) Similarly, rising health-care costs in the early 2000s prompted Scotts to adopt its policy. From 1999 to 2003, the amount the company paid toward employee health care rose over 40%.\(^{64}\) After discovering that roughly a quarter of Scotts employees smoked and approximately half were overweight, Hagedorn adopted the contentious employee health program, specifically designed to lower those costs.\(^{65}\) Years earlier, Litho Industries Carolina, a North Carolina manufacturing company, adopted one of the first bans on hiring smokers; supporters of the policy cited health-care costs as a justification for the ban.\(^{66}\) Significantly, however, the impact of these policies on the actual cost of employer-provided health insurance remains unknown.\(^{67}\)

The recent resurgence of health-related employment policies could be due in part to incentives created by health-care reform. David Gamage argues that the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”) creates effective taxes on

---

61. Michelle M. Mello & Meredith B. Rosenthal, Wellness Programs and Lifestyle Discrimination—The Legal Limits, 359 NEW ENG. J. MED. 192, 192 (2008). However, despite the widely held belief on the part of employers, of late, scholars have challenged the notion that employees who smoke or are obese actually spend more on health care. See, e.g., Horwitz, Kelly & DiNardo, supra note 58, at 471.

62. However, employers may only be tempted to consider health and health-related behaviors in making employment decisions when there is a surplus of qualified candidates. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 398.

63. Lee, supra note 1.

64. Lawrence, supra note 32, at 511–12.

65. Conlin, supra note 32, at 61-62 (noting that after “watch[ing] health-care costs explode” and being disappointed by the lack of response by the government and health insurers, Hagedorn instituted the policy when he discovered that “[h]alf of his 6,000 employees were overweight or morbidly obese [and] a quarter of them smoked”); see also Henderson, supra note 27, at 1548 (noting that Scotts adopted its policies in response to growing health-care costs); Lawrence, supra note 32, at 512 (explaining that the high percentage of Scotts employees facing significant and potentially costly health risks prompted the policy).

66. See Jim Morrill, Bill Bars Bosses from Controlling Workers’ Off-Hours Habits, CHARLOTTE OBSERVER, June 24, 1992, at 1A (quoting Roger O’Quinn, executive vice president of the North Carolina chapter of the American Cancer Society, as saying “[i]f the company is paying for your health or your family’s health care, I think there’s a trade-off there” (internal quotation marks omitted)); see also Lawrence, supra note 32, at 529.

67. See Lee, supra note 1 (noting the reporter’s inability to confirm whether tobacco bans have generated savings for the instituting employers).
employers who provide health insurance.\footnote{David Gamage, Perverse Incentives Arising from the Tax Provisions of Healthcare Reform: Why Further Reforms Are Needed to Prevent Avoidable Costs to Low- and Moderate-Income Workers, 65 TAX L. REV. 669, 670 (2012).} In addition to the nondiscrimination rules discussed later in Part II, the ACA imposes penalties on employers who do not offer affordable health insurance to their employees under certain circumstances.\footnote{Id. at 692–98. Specifically, the ACA penalizes employers if any of their employees receive subsidies on one of the health-insurance exchanges.} Because the nondiscrimination rules prohibit differentiation based on individual health risk and the mandates require offering affordable nondiscriminatory policies, the ACA compels employers to provide insurance to potentially costly employees at reasonable prices. However, employers could circumvent this legislative double bind simply by not hiring employees who have high health risks in the first place. Thus, employers may be even more tempted to avoid hiring unhealthy employees post-health-care reform.\footnote{Alternatively, employers could also attempt to avoid the cost of insuring riskier employees post-ACA by attempting to force those people into the individual health-insurance market. See Amy Monahan & Daniel Schwarcz, Will Employers Undermine Health Care Reform by Dumping Sick Employees?, 97 VA. L. REV. 125, 128 (2011). For more analysis of the impact of health-care reform on employer motivations and the general effect of employer-provided health insurance on access to care, see Jessica L. Roberts, The Privatization of Health Policy (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author).} Beyond insurance-related expenses, unhealthy workers may impose additional costs on their employers in the form of productivity and safety concerns.\footnote{See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1655–56; Henderson, supra note 27, at 1543.} Workers at a lower level of relative health may require more time away from work to treat their conditions, thus leaving employers without necessary labor or in need of temporary help. Additionally, employees whose health is compromised may take longer to perform tasks, be more prone to accidents, or require more frequent or longer breaks.\footnote{See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1655 (explaining that “studies have consistently demonstrated that employees who smoke are less productive than employees who do not”); id. at 1656 (“Smoking employees are also more likely to suffer work-related disability and on-the-job accidents, injuries, and fatalities.”).} Both smoking and obesity are associated with longer and more frequent sick leave, as well as productivity loss on the job.\footnote{Suzan J.W. Robroek et al., The Role of Obesity and Lifestyle Behaviours in a Productive Workforce, 68 J. OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. MED. 134, 137 (2011).} Obese employees take from one to three additional sick days per year.\footnote{K. Neovius et al., Obesity Status and Sick Leave: A Systematic Review, 10 OBESITY REV. 17, 21–22 tbl.2 (2008).} When they are at work, moderately and extremely obese workers take more time to complete tasks and to perform physical job demands, thus decreasing their relative productivity as compared to lower weight workers.\footnote{Donna M. Gates et al., Obesity and Presenteeism: The Impact of Body Mass Index on Workplace Productivity, 50 J. OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. MED. 39, 42 (2008).} Smokers also tend to be more absent...
and less productive than nonsmokers. As a result, if an employer has the choice between equally qualified smoking and nonsmoking candidates, selecting the nonsmoker will almost always be the economically rational decision. Moreover, employees in poor health could also impose costs on their employers in the form of safety risks. For example, smokers have higher accident rates than their nonsmoking peers, perhaps due to their reduced reaction times. Similarly, obese people may find manual tasks more challenging based on their size or may more readily suffer fatigue-induced injuries. Thus, a variety of economically rational cost concerns could cause employers to implement practices designed to create a healthier workforce.

2. Stigma

General disdain for individuals deemed unhealthy may also underlie some health-related employment policies. “Stigma” is defined as a devalued social status that results from acknowledging and labeling human differences, linking negative stereotypes to those labels, then classifying—and subsequently discriminating against—individuals based on their labeled status. Stigma thus leads to negative differential treatment.

Stigmatized individuals are more likely to be rejected, excluded, and disliked. Importantly, the nature of stigma is contextual, as well as social: Whether a particular behavior or attribute becomes the object of stigma varies depending on the particular circumstances. Thus, a trait or behavior that engenders stigma in one social context may be considered neutral, or


79. When commenting on CMC’s hiring ban, nutritionist Tim Holcomb explained that severely overweight workers “may be hampered in performing tasks at the hospital because of the physical nature of the work.” Pradia, supra note 16.

80. See Henderson, supra note 27, at 1519 ("Contrary to rights-based accounts, nannyism by firms is generally not premised on malice, invidious discrimination, or exploitation of unequal bargaining power between managers and employees. It is, in fact, inevitable in cases where third parties bear some costs of others' behavior."); see also id. at 1528 ("[I]t would be irrational for the third parties not to try to influence the behavior of the individuals imposing the costs, since it would be subsidizing socially inefficient conduct.").

81. See Bruce G. Link & Jo C. Phelan, Conceptualizing Stigma, 27 ANN. REV. SOC. 363, 366–75 (2001); see also WEBSTER’S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 2243 (1993) (defining stigma as “a mark of shame or discredit” and “a mark or label indicating deviation from a norm”).


83. Id.
even positive, in another.\textsuperscript{84} That said, certain attributes are almost universally stigmatized.\textsuperscript{85}

Smokers encounter discrimination and stigma. Research indicates that nonsmokers rate smokers lower with respect to any number of positive attributes, including health, competence, intelligence, and honesty, as well as attractiveness and moral virtue.\textsuperscript{86} In fact, some studies indicate that nonsmokers perceive smokers more negatively on practically every conceivable metric.\textsuperscript{87} Not surprisingly, a 2011 Gallup poll found that one in four Americans have less respect for smokers.\textsuperscript{88} The survey concludes that, in addition to heightened health risks and insurance costs, smokers face significant social disadvantage.\textsuperscript{89} These attitudes likewise affect their treatment in employment: Approximately one in four Americans would be less likely to hire an applicant upon learning she smokes.\textsuperscript{90}

Similarly, research indicates that overweight people—especially the obese—generate negative affect. Twelve percent of Americans reported they had less respect for overweight people.\textsuperscript{91} Even children as young as three years old perceive being overweight as undesirable, classifying overweight people as ugly, stupid, and lazy.\textsuperscript{92} These unfavorable feelings are not confined to a single population: “Negative attitudes about the obese have been reported in children and adults, in health care professionals, and in the overweight themselves.”\textsuperscript{93} In a 2008 survey, 25% of respondents that self-identified as overweight reported negative attitudes toward significantly

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{84} Major explains that certain historically devalued statuses, such as being gay, are less stigmatized in certain social contexts, e.g., in a gay bar. \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{85} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id. But see} Scott Burris, \textit{Disease Stigma in U.S. Public Health Law}, \textit{30 J.L. MED. & ETHICS} \textit{179}, \textit{187} (2002) (noting the argument that smoking “[s]atisfies all the criteria of stigma in a formal way, but that in none of the domains is the effect serious enough to rise to the level of stigma.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Lydia Saad, \textit{One in Four Americans Have Less Respect for Smokers}, \textit{GALLUP} (Aug. 5, 2011), \url{http://www.gallup.com/poll/148850/one-four-americans-less-respect-smokers.aspx}. Interestingly, Americans have more respect for the overweight, relative to smokers. \textit{Id.} (finding that 25% of respondents had less respect for smokers, whereas only 12% had less respect for overweight people).
  \item \textsuperscript{89} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{90} Elizabeth Mendes, \textit{Health Situation May Present Barrier for Many Job Seekers}, \textit{GALLUP} (Aug. 20, 2010), \url{http://www.gallup.com/poll/142400/health-situation-may-present-barrier-job-seekers.aspx}.
  \item \textsuperscript{91} Saad, \textit{supra} note 88.
  \item \textsuperscript{92} See Sophie Lewis et al., \textit{How Do Obese Individuals Perceive and Respond to the Different Types of Obesity Stigma that They Encounter in Their Daily Lives? A Qualitative Study}, \textit{73 SOC. SCI. & MED.} \textit{1349}, \textit{1350} (2011).
  \item \textsuperscript{93} \textit{NAT’L INSTS. OF HEALTH}, \textit{supra} note 14, at 20 (citations omitted). \textit{But see} Saad, \textit{supra} note 88 (finding that bias against the overweight is most prevalent in high-income, college-educated Americans).
\end{itemize}
overweight individuals. Important to this Article, the stigma associated with being overweight leads to adverse treatment at work, as well as in other areas of life. According to a 2010 Gallup poll, almost one in five Americans would be less likely to hire an overweight person.

In addition to social context, the degree of stigma may differ depending on the perceived nature of the defining characteristic. For example, stigmatized traits viewed as controllable trigger stronger negative reactions. Because both obesity and nicotine dependency are generally considered within a person’s control, smokers and the overweight may face greater stigma than comparable groups. For instance, opponents of nicotine bans point out that while many employers single out nicotine use for regulation, myriad other kinds of off-duty conduct—drinking alcohol, eating red meat, not getting enough rest, scuba diving, and even having multiple sexual partners—could also be potentially costly for employers. Thus, stigma tied to smoking and being overweight could drive employers to target nicotine use and obesity but not other risky behaviors.

3. Business Image

Relatedly, employers have a strong interest in the way in which customers perceive their businesses. Because attitudes undoubtedly affect people’s perceptions, stigma is also at play here. As noted above, stigma may affect decisions regarding whom to hire, fire, or promote. In those cases, the stigma stems from beliefs held by the decision-maker, i.e., the employer. Alternatively, stigma related to business image and workplace cohesion involves beliefs held by customers and co-workers, respectively. Consequently, the desire to promote a healthy business image—both externally and internally—may also drive employers to screen out applicants.

95. NAT’L INSTS. OF HEALTH, supra note 14, at 20; see also Major, supra note 82, at 944.
96. Mendes, supra note 90.
97. Major, supra note 82, at 945 (“People with stigmas that are believed to be controllable are more disliked, rejected, and less likely to receive help than are people whose stigmas are perceived as uncontrollable.”).
98. Id. (“Obesity, drug addiction, and child abuse are examples of marks generally perceived to be controllable; whereas skin color and physical disability are examples of marks generally thought to be uncontrollable.”).
99. See, e.g., Maltby, supra note 19, at 1640–41 (noting the medical risks associated with those and other behaviors). Some employers have regulated various kinds of employee conduct. See id. at 1641–42 (describing employer bans on skiing, motorcycle riding, alcohol consumptions, and having high cholesterol).
100. See, e.g., Lee, supra note 1 (stating Michael Siegel, a Boston University public health professor, considers the Methodist policy to be “a value judgment against smoking”).
102. See supra Part I.B.2 (exploring the effect of stigma on decision makers).
who appear unhealthy, regardless of the employer’s own attitudes. Importantly, so long as their actions do not violate the applicable antidiscrimination statutes, employers are free to adopt policies designed to promote their desired business image.103

Concerns related to business image incorporate multiple elements. To start, profitability may play a role. Customers may not want to interact with employees who look or act in a particular way. Given the stigma against smokers and the overweight, patrons may avoid companies that employ those individuals, leading the employers to lose money. These concerns may be particularly important to companies offering health-related goods and services.104 In addition to the bottom line, companies may also have health-related goals or missions. Thus, employing individuals who engage in unhealthy behavior may run counter to a company’s objectives. For instance, in justifying the Methodist policy, Boom explained, “This is part of a journey of wellness and making this a great place to work . . . . Employees work here to [take care of] patients. We can only do that if we’re leading by example.”105

Likewise, Baylor’s president and CEO Joel Allison defended the no-nicotine policy as part of the company’s underlying mission to promote health: “We want to be a good role model to our patients and the communities we serve . . . . For too long, we’ve been in the sickness business. It’s time to be in the wellness business.”106 Another representative of Baylor described the nicotine ban as an effort “to live by what we actually say.”107 Further, Allison predicted that other employers in the health-care industry might soon follow suit: “I think it is the future of health care . . . . the focus on preventing illness.”108

It appears Allison was right. In addition to Baylor and Methodist, other health-related businesses have also recently stopped hiring nicotine users.109 A representative of Memorial Hermann Hospital, which has had its no-
nicotine policy in place since June 2011, stated that the ban has already led to a “healthier workplace.”

Similarly, in adopting its ban on hiring obese workers, CMC cited business image concerns. The policy explained that an employee’s appearance “should fit with a representational image or specific mental projection of the job of a healthcare professional.” CMC’s Chief Executive David Brown elaborated: “The majority of our patients are over 65, and they have expectations that cannot be ignored in terms of personal appearance. . . . We have the ability as an employer to characterize our process and to have a policy that says what’s best for our business and for our patients.” A local nutritionist echoed the hospital’s sentiments, indicating that he believed severely overweight employees could “set a poor example of health to patients.”

It is worth noting, however, that employers may choose to use a health-oriented business image to mask their true motivations. Thus, companies could be primarily concerned about the reduced profitability associated with employing unhealthy people yet use their promotion of a healthy image as a more caring, altruistic justification for policies that may be viewed as draconian or coercive.

While the business image explanation appears most popular among health-care providers, other kinds of employers—such as gyms—may similarly want to hire employees whose appearance promotes health and wellness. Although not related solely to a health-oriented image, airlines famously restricted the weight of their flight attendants in the name of business image. Moreover, employers who work directly with clients and customers have chosen not to employ people who smoke because they believe the smell of cigarettes or other smoked tobacco products conveys an unprofessional image.

The image a company presents can also affect its internal functioning. A workplace’s organizational culture plays a significant role in determining whether a new employee is accepted as a member of the team. People

110. Id.
111. Ramshaw, supra note 13 (quoting the CMC policy) (internal quotation marks omitted).
112. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
113. Pradia, supra note 16 (citing nutritionist Tim Holcomb).
114. Such restrictions were the subject of infamous Title VII cases. See, e.g., Frank v. United Airlines, Inc., 216 F.3d 845, 847 (9th Cir. 2000); Gerdon v. Cont’l Airlines, Inc., 692 F.2d 602, 603 (9th Cir. 1982); EEOC v. Delta Air Lines, 441 F. Supp. 626 (S.D. Tex. 1977), rev’d on other grounds, 619 F.2d 81 (5th Cir. 1980).
with similar attitudes and belief systems tend to work better together. Thus, certain employers—particularly small businesses—may attempt to create a unified company culture to facilitate workplace cohesion and employee morale. Inversely, employing workers who hold divergent beliefs could lead to interpersonal conflicts, in turn compromising productivity and profitability. Workplaces may have cultural practices related to health. For instance, in the examples above, those employers expressed a commitment to presenting a healthy business image. Furthermore, given the documented hostility toward smokers and the obese, employers could choose not to employ those individuals simply to keep the peace.

4. Paternalism

Finally, some employers may choose to regulate their employees’ health-related conduct simply because they believe that deterring unhealthy behavior and promoting wellness are morally desirable things to do. These entities are acting on a paternalistic impulse.

Paternalism occurs when an actor intervenes in another person’s life—without that person’s consent—because the actor believes her intervention will benefit the other person, either now or in the future. This sentiment can be summed up with the well-known parental axiom “I’m doing this for your own good.” Thus, advocates of health-related employment policies like nicotine and obesity bans may view those


118. Id.

119. Sugarman, supra note 51, at 383.

120. Id. (noting that “the personal values of upper management may also be at stake in employment decisions” especially in the case of “small or family-owned firms and non-profit groups”); see also Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1652 (explaining that advocates of bans on tobacco use believe that “such policies, rather than injure smokers by infringing on their rights, help them by encouraging them to quit”). But see Henderson, supra note 27, at 1543 (asserting that at present, corporate nanny activities “are focused only on cost internalization”); Maltby, supra note 19, at 1641 (stating that “[e]mployers don’t ban off-duty smoking because they are anti-smoking; they ban off-duty smoking to increase the bottom line”).


122. Paternalistic policies may be designed to prohibit the current self from making decisions, such as smoking, that will harm the future self. Henderson, supra note 27, at 1524. Harms that occur solely within the individual are called “internalities.” Id. As Henderson notes, “internality-based arguments are often simply cloaks for pure paternalism.” Id. at 1526.
initiatives—not as untenable discrimination—but as benevolent attempts to improve employee health.\(^{123}\)

Truly paternalistic actors regulate others regardless of costs.\(^{124}\) More commonly, however, regulators act with mixed motivations, combining both paternalistic urges and other interests.\(^{125}\) An employer who prohibits its employees from smoking or requires them to lose weight may simultaneously be acting to improve employee health out of concern for its employees' wellbeing, as well as to reduce the potential costs of the unhealthy conduct.\(^{126}\) For instance, despite Hagedorn's explicit invocation of ballooning health-care costs as his motivation, one journalist described Scotts' wellness program as a "kind of companywide intervention that families use to help an addicted relative."\(^{127}\) Like the referencing of altruistic company missions when discussing business image, in mixed motive paternalism cases, employers may choose to emphasize the morally upright nature of their policies and downplay their cost concerns to present a more favorable impression to the public. Not coincidentally, paternalism may be a particularly strong motivator for employers dedicated to providing health care or with health-related missions.

Notably, paternalistic impulses and stigma can sometimes be linked. It may be precisely because the regulator stigmatizes particular behaviors that it believes deterring the stigmatized conduct will have a positive impact. Thus, employers who find smoking or being overweight distasteful could paternalistically choose to discourage it.

C. Health-Related Employment Policies as "Healthism"

The policies described here undoubtedly differentiate between applicants and employees on the basis of their perceived health. As demonstrated, this result is by design: Whether the reason is cost, business image, or simply negative attitudes, employers adopt these initiatives to distinguish between healthy and unhealthy workers. Opponents characterize

\(^{123}\) See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1670 (asserting that "[f]ar from discriminating against employees who may face higher health costs, these employers have actively sought to help them reduce their health risks").

\(^{124}\) This type of paternalism is called "pure paternalism." Henderson, supra note 27, at 1523 (internal quotation marks omitted).

\(^{125}\) See id. at 1526; see also id. at 1528 (explaining that "pure paternalism is generally disfavored in a free society"). These motivations, therefore, are called "impure paternalism" since the regulator is motivated in part by a consideration of the well-being of the individual being regulated (that is, pure paternalism) and in part by a consideration of the costs the person being regulated is imposing on others (that is, cost internalization)." Id. at 1526.

\(^{126}\) See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1653 (explaining that the CEO of Scotts "cited the rising cost of healthcare coverage and the desire to have a healthy workforce as reasons for the tobacco-free workforce policy").

\(^{127}\) See Conlin, supra note 32. Thus, while Hagedorn explicitly cited cost concerns as driving the policy, he also expressed a desire to "help" his employees. Id.
these practices as unfairly discriminatory and unduly intrusive into workers’ private lives.

The word “discrimination” has more than one meaning. On a purely descriptive level, to discriminate means simply to differentiate.128 Discrimination is, therefore, standard in employment: Employers discriminate on the basis of education, work experience, and even appearance.129 Yet when given a normative overlay, discrimination takes on a distinctly pejorative tone.130 Used in this sense, to discriminate means to differentiate unfairly.131 This secondary meaning is the iteration most frequently used in the law.132

To be sure, sorting individuals based on their perceived health is nothing new.133 However, recently such practices have garnered attention as an undesirable variety of discrimination. In fact, the concern that employers and health insurers would use an individual’s health-related information to her detriment drove many of the conversations surrounding recent federal legislation such as the 2008 Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (“GINA”)134 and the ACA.135 Thus, labeling health-related policies as


129. “Discrimination” is thus essential to the hiring process. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 395 (noting that in assessing applicants “employers need to have some ways (formal and/or informal) to winnow the prospective employees in order to make a final selection”). When the applicant pool is large enough, employers may adopt generalized hiring policies to efficiently screen applicants, even if those rules ultimately exclude capable potential employees. Id. at 396. Some of these crude screens may be related to health. See, e.g., id. at 397 (explaining that “the employer may find it efficient to exclude everyone who appears, based upon some rule-of-thumb, to present a substantial risk of significantly higher than average costs of health insurance, sick leave or worker’s compensation claims”).

130. See FULLINWIDER, supra note 128, at 11.

131. See id. (“For some, it may be enough that a practice is called discriminatory for them to judge it wrong.”); Sugarman, supra note 51, at 415 (emphasis added) (describing the “most important” aspect of establishing the need for a lifestyle discrimination statute “is to show that this sort of discrimination is unfair for the same sorts of underlying reasons that make unfair discrimination on the basis of race, sex, etc.”).

132. See FULLINWIDER, supra note 128, at 11 (explaining that while “[t]he dictionary sense of ‘discrimination’ is neutral[,] . . . the current political use of the term is frequently non-neutral, perjorative [sic]”).


discriminatory—in the normative sense—implies that they are unjust and, consequently, an invalid basis for decision-making. “Healthism,” as used here, means unfair discrimination on the basis of health status.136

A 2011 survey reports that more than eight in every ten Americans believe that employers should not be allowed to refuse to hire an applicant solely because she smokes or is overweight.137 Yet what makes these policies unfair? Critics attack health-related employment policies for being too far attenuated from actual job performance. Michael Siegel, a professor of public health at Boston University, labeled the Methodist policy “a form of employment discrimination,” stating that the hospital was “making a hiring decision based on a group someone belongs to, not his or her qualifications for the job.”138

For many individuals, decisions that affect their personal health are made away from work and do not have an immediately perceptible effect on their ability to do their day-to-day jobs. Thus, a major critique lodged against employers’ use of health-related factors centers on the effect of the policies on conduct outside of the workplace. A representative of the American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”) of Texas, speaking out against Methodist’s decision to stop hiring tobacco users, commented: “We think this is an invasion of privacy and really overreaching.”139 Likewise, one newspaper editorial described Baylor’s no-smoking policy as “a step too far” in the employer’s efforts to combat smoking, asserting that the ban effectively puts smoking on par with illegal drug use.140 It criticized the ban as “extend[ing] far too deeply into the private lives of prospective workers.”141

Another major focus of these criticisms is the very legality of the underlying unhealthy conduct. For example, an editorial in USA Today asserted that Baylor’s hiring ban “punish[es] people for using a legal product on their own time.”142 The critique is thus two-fold: Employment decisions based on nicotine use—or weight for that matter—are undesirable (1) because they impact people’s non-work lives and (2) because they outlaw otherwise legal conduct.143

135. Roberts, supra note 133 (describing discrimination on the basis of health-status in insurance as a justification for the Affordable Care Act).
136. Id. at 1171 (defining “healthism” as “discrimination on the basis of health status”).
138. Lee, supra note 1 (internal quotation marks omitted).
139. Id. (quoting Dotty Griffith) (internal quotation marks omitted).
140. Privacy Line, supra note 4.
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. See Lecker, supra note 78, at 52 (“The 95% of those who believed their employers should not discriminate against smoking cited two reasons. The first was that it is not illegal to
Nestled within these concerns is the fear that the current practices are merely the camel’s nose and that employers will grow increasingly interested in health-related factors as grounds for employment decisions. According to USA Today, Baylor’s initiative portends future restriction on the part of employers: “If smoker bans reduce health care expenses, cost-conscious employers might be tempted to stake out new and even more intrusive territory under the ‘wellness program’ banner.”\textsuperscript{144} The editorial asks its readers: “If employers routinely reject people who engage in risky, but legal, behavior on their own time, what about such things as overeating or drinking too much alcohol?\textsuperscript{145}

While the employers defend their policies as perfectly within the bounds of the law,\textsuperscript{146} critics nonetheless label the practices as morally unjustifiable. Commenting on CMC’s ban on obese workers, one state political candidate put it simply: “Even if it wasn’t illegal, [it] was discriminatory.”\textsuperscript{147}

* * *

Over the past ten years, various employers have implemented policies geared toward regulating the health of their employees. These practices—which include hiring bans like those recently instituted by Methodist, Baylor, and CMC—are often part of a greater program intended to improve worker health. Employers may adopt health-related policies for various reasons. Yet regardless of the employer’s motive, health-related employment policies have garnered significant criticism as constituting healthism or unjust discrimination on the basis of health status.

II. HEALTHISM & ANTIDISCRIMINATION

Critics of health-related employment policies denounce those practices as unduly discriminatory. Antidiscrimination laws protect individuals against certain kinds of differentiation deemed socially damaging.\textsuperscript{148} Many of these statutes apply to the workplace, thus limiting an employer’s ability to use particular kinds of information to make employment-related decisions, such as a smoker . . . . The second reason given was that smoking is a personal right and it was discriminatory otherwise.”).

\textsuperscript{144} Privacy Line, supra note 4.

\textsuperscript{145} Id.; see also Jacobson, supra note 4 (proposing that employers might also someday ban hiring overweight applicants). Dotty Griffith of the Texas ACLU asked a similar question with respect to Methodist’s hiring ban: “At what point do you give up your rights and autonomy? Will they not employ those who ride motorcycles and drink alcohol?” Lee, supra note 1 (internal quotation marks omitted).

\textsuperscript{146} And they are probably right. Texas currently has no state lifestyle discrimination statute. For a discussion of state lifestyle discrimination statutes, see infra Part III.A.

\textsuperscript{147} Pradia, supra note 16 (emphasis added) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Alex Hernandez).

\textsuperscript{148} Sugarman, supra note 51, at 433 (explaining that "citizens support antidiscrimination principles primarily because they believe such rules are just").
as hiring, firing, and promotion. Among the existing laws that might apply
to healthist employment actions are the ACA, GINA, the Americans with
Disabilities Act ("ADA"), the Rehabilitation Act, and the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act ("HIPAA"). However, these statutes focus
on an individual’s health-related traits, whereas the policies described in Part
I center on health-related conduct. For that reason, current federal
employment discrimination statutes offer little protection against those
practices.

A. ANTIDISCRIMINATION & PROTECTED TRAITS

While no federal protections explicitly bar employers from
discriminating against unhealthy workers per se, existing legislation
precludes discrimination on the basis of certain health-related attributes in
both employment and in health insurance.

1. Healthism & Employment Discrimination Law

Employers cannot discriminate on the basis of disability. Title I of the
ADA provides that covered employers cannot discriminate against qualified
individuals with disabilities “in regard to job application procedures, the
hiring, advancement, or discharge of employees, employee compensation,
job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.”149
The Rehabilitation Act likewise prohibits discrimination on the basis of
disability in federal employment.150 Both statutes define “disability” as “a
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major
life activities of such individual . . . a record of such impairment . . . or being
regarded as having such an impairment.”151

While “health” and “disability” are not identical concepts, they are
nonetheless related.152 The definition shared by the ADA and Rehabilitation
Act tethers disability to the presence of “a physical or mental impairment.”
Thus, to be a person with a disability for the purposes of those statutes, one
must have a condition or trait that limits either physical or mental
functioning. This requirement lends a decidedly medicalized air to the
concept of disability within antidiscrimination law by linking those

shall, solely by reason of . . . disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance . . . .”).
151. 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1) (defining disability in the ADA); see also 29 U.S.C. § 705(20)(a)
(2013) (“The concepts of ‘health’ and ‘disability’ have a complicated, long-standing
relationship.”).
protections to an individual’s state of health. Further, people with disabilities often need more health-care services—and require those services more frequently—than people without disabilities. Finally, individuals that engage in unhealthy behaviors, like smoking or eating a high fat diet, may acquire disabilities as the result of their conduct.

Yet what happens if an employer fires someone for smoking or for being obese? Do these statutes offer any recourse? The ADA and the Rehabilitation Act undoubtedly apply to nicotine users and overweight people if those individuals develop impairments that substantially limit them, as required by the statutory definition of disability. For example, cancer is almost universally considered a disability. As a result, the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act protect the person who develops lung cancer after decades of smoking and the person who develops lung cancer because of a genetic proclivity equally. Similarly, if a severely obese person develops knee osteoarthritis as the result of her size and that condition substantially limits her ability to walk or perform other physical tasks, she enjoys protection. As such, certain individuals impacted by the policies described in Part I may also qualify as people with disabilities for the purposes of the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act. It is unclear, however, whether those statutes protect nicotine users and the overweight by virtue of their nicotine use or their weight absent any accompanying health conditions. Courts approaching these questions have reached different results.

Individuals at varying levels of overweight have challenged adverse employment actions as discriminatory on the basis of disability. While moderate obesity may not generally be considered a disability, severe obesity may qualify under some—albeit rare—conditions. Thus, often those cases center on whether the claimant qualifies as a person with a disability. As noted, the first prong defines “disability” as a substantially limiting impairment. Courts have thereby questioned both whether being overweight constitutes an impairment as well as whether it substantially limits the claimant in performing major life activities. They have similarly questioned


156. Notably, the American Medical Association (“AMA”) recently classified obesity as a disease. While that decision carries no legal authority, it does represent a willingness to treat obesity, in and of itself, as a medical condition. See Andrew Pollack, AMA Recognizes Obesity as a Disease, N.Y. TIMES (June 18, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/19/business/ama-recognizes-obesity-as-a-disease.html?_r=0.
whether weight-restrictive employment policies violate the Rehabilitation Act and the ADA by regarding overweight applicants and employees as disabled.

The lead case with respect to whether being overweight may qualify as a disability is the 1993 First Circuit case, Cook v. Rhode Island.157 In 1988, the Department of Mental Health, Retardation, and Hospitals refused to hire Bonnie Cook based on her severe obesity.158 Cook challenged the decision under the Rehabilitation Act.159 In deciding whether Cook qualified as an individual with a disability, the court noted that the Department specifically refused to hire her because the doctor charged with making that decision believed that Cook’s weight would affect her ability to perform certain physical tasks, such as “walking, lifting, bending, stooping, and kneeling,” to such a significant degree that she would be unable to adequately perform the job.160 Additionally, the court held that the mutability or voluntariness of a particular state was irrelevant to the inquiry as to whether the employer perceived that state as disabling.161 The First Circuit thereby concluded that Cook had provided enough evidence to prevail under either the first or the third prong of the definition.162

Importantly, however, the ADA’s definition of disability has been restricted—then subsequently re-expanded—in the ensuing years. Two major Supreme Court decisions limited the scope of disability under both the first and third prongs.163 Courts were likewise parsimonious with their coverage of obesity as a disability within that time period.164 Analyzing a

157. Cook v. R.I. Dep’t of Mental Health, Retardation, & Hosp., 10 F.3d 17 (1st Cir. 1993).
158. Id. at 20–21.
159. Id.
160. Id. at 25.
161. Id. at 24.
162. Id. at 23. ("Although the jury did not return a special finding as to whether plaintiff actually had a cognizable impairment, or was merely regarded by MHRH as having one, the district court, without objection, charged in the alternative; hence, plaintiff is entitled to prevail on this appeal so long as the evidence supports recovery under one of these theories. In this instance, we believe the record comfortably justifies either finding.").
163. In Sutton v. United Air Lines, Inc., 527 U.S. 471, 482, 489 (1999), the Court held that determinations of who qualifies as a person with a disability should consider mitigating measures when assessing the extent an impairment limits functioning under the first prong, and that a finding of disability under the third prong required a mistaken belief on the part of the employer that either the claimant had a substantially limiting impairment when she in fact did not or that a non-disabling impairment is substantially limiting. The Court further retracted the ADA’s definition of disability in Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc. v. Williams, 534 U.S. 184, 200–01 (2002), holding that to qualify as individuals with disabilities, Title I claimants must demonstrate they are severely restricted from performing activities that are central to most people’s daily lives, not merely a task, or class of tasks, that are required for the claimant’s job.
claim under only the first prong, a Virginia district court found that to qualify as a disability, the claimant’s obesity must be caused by a physiological impairment and must substantially limit her across more than one kind of job. The court noted that “it remains unclear whether simple obesity falls within the broad sweep of the definition of physical impairment.” Similarly, in a 1997 case, the Sixth Circuit held that for an individual’s weight to constitute a disability the claimant must demonstrate a physiological cause because absent such a cause a person’s weight is “a mere, indeed possibly transitory, physical characteristic” and not in and of itself a disability. Ten years later the Sixth Circuit comparably limited the “regarded as” prong. Keeping with the Supreme Court’s restrictive interpretations of the definition of disability, the Sixth Circuit held that to be perceived as having a disability, the employer must mistakenly believe that the plaintiff has a disability that would garner protection under the statute. Because obesity absent an underlying physiological condition did not qualify as an impairment, the claimant could thus not be “regarded as” being disabled.

However, in 2008, Congress passed the ADA Amendments Act (“ADAAA”). Among the statute’s changes was the re-expansion of the definition of disability. In particular, Congress explicitly rejected the notion that “regarded as” claims require the employer to hold a mistaken belief. Instead, the employer must only discriminate on the basis of a perceived impairment, regardless of whether the employer perceives that impairment to substantially limit a major life activity. On the other hand, plaintiffs suing under the first prong must still demonstrate that their weight substantially limits them but may have an easier time with the ADAAA’s broad rule of construction and new definition of major life activity. Yet although some commentators remain hopeful that the post-Amendments Act ADA may offer some refuge for employees and applicants who experience discrimination on the basis of their weight, the extent of the legislation’s application to those claims remains hazy.

general ADA claims, obesity-as-a-disability claims under the ADA began with broad coverage, but quickly limited any hope for obese plaintiffs.

166. Id. at 1472–73.
169. Id. at 443.
171. Id. § 2(a)(5).
172. Id. § 2(b)(3).
173. See Kozel, supra note 164, at 327 (stating that “with the passage of the ADAAA, certain claims of obesity-as-a-disability will likely be successful in the future”). But see Lescoe v. Pa. Dep’t of Corr.-SCI Fracksville, 464 F. App’x 50, 53–54 (3d Cir. 2012) (finding the plaintiff failed to
Nicotine users have enjoyed far less success with their disability discrimination claims than overweight individuals. Prior to the 2008 amendments, at least one federal court found that smoking did not qualify as a disability for ADA purposes. However, the statute does cover alcoholism under certain circumstances, indicating that it will at least sometimes protect employees from discrimination based on some kinds of addictions. Thus, if a claimant could establish that her nicotine addiction (in and of itself) substantially limits her in performing a major life activity, she could, in theory, have a viable claim. No court has ever made that determination positively, and commentators who have considered the question of the ADA’s application to various kinds of nicotine use have typically responded with a resounding “no.”

As with overweight people, nicotine users may have their best shot at legal protection under the third prong of the definition of disability, especially after the ADAAA re-expansion. Specifically, if employers choose...
not to hire applicants merely by virtue of their status as nicotine users, arguably, those companies are “regarding” nicotine users as disabled. Yet while this application remains a possibility, given the previous interpretations, it seems likely that the ADA will offer little refuge against adverse employment actions on the basis of nicotine use, such as the policies described herein.

Additionally, federal legislation also prevents employers from making adverse employment decisions on the basis of genetic information. GINA prohibits health insurers and employers from discriminating on the basis of genetic information. It also limits an employer’s ability to consider potentially useful information in their decision-making processes. While GINA might apply to non-medical genetic information, Congress clearly intended the statute to safeguard the results of health-related genetic tests.

Health-related genetic data could interest employers for many of the same reasons as nicotine use and weight. All three kinds of information communicate potential health risks—and thus potential health costs—that could be relevant to an employee’s performance and consumption of health insurance. Moreover, like smoking and being overweight, certain genetic conditions could be the subject of stigma. Although studies have examined the link between genetics and obesity and addiction respectively, GINA probably offers no protection against the policies described in Part I.

---

181. See Jon Hyman, *Smoking as a Disability Redux*, OHIO EMPLOYER’S L. BLOG (Nov. 16, 2009), http://www.ohioemployerlawblog.com/2009/11/smoking-as-disability-redux.html ("[T]he 'regarded as' prong of the new ADA is sufficiently broad to possibly encompass actions taken against employees pursuant to employer anti-smoking policies.").

182. See Mitchell H. Rubinstein, *Is Smoking a Disability Under the ADA as Amended?*, ADJUNCT L. PROF BLOG (Nov. 23, 2009), http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/adjunctprofs/2009/11/is-smoking-a-disability-under-the-ada-as-amended.html ("I would be surprised if smoking per se (as opposed to smoke related illnesses) are protected under the ADA."). But see Hyman, supra note 181 ("Employees can claim that anti-smoking policies violate the ADA. Addiction is a protected disability. Diseases related to or caused by smoking (cancers, lung diseases, asthma, and other respiratory conditions, for example) are also protected disabilities. Employees will claim that an adverse action taken pursuant to an anti-smoking policy is being taken because the employer regards the employee as disabled. Adverse actions taken against employees of smoking should now be viewed as high risk, at least until courts begin weighing in on this controversial issue.").

183. The law defines genetic information as "(i) [an] individual's genetic tests, (ii) the genetic tests of family members of such individual, and (iii) the manifestation of a disease or disorder in family members of such individual." Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 § 201(4)(A), 42 U.S.C. § 2000ff(4)(A) (Supp. V 2011).

184. Pursuant to Title II of GINA, employers may not use genetic information "to limit, segregate, or classify the employees of the employer in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive any employee of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the status of the employee as an employee." Id. § 2000ff-1(a)(2).


186. For possible explanations for why Congress passed GINA, see Roberts, supra note 134.
However, the statute does provide an example of a class of health-related information that, while of interest to employers because of its potential relevance to various costs, employers cannot consider due to legislative intervention. Thus, Title II of GINA can be understood as an antidiscrimination protection against a specific type of employer healthism.

2. Beyond Employment: Healthism & Insurance Law

As noted, the majority of Americans with health insurance are insured through their employers. Consequently, although employment and health insurance are far from the same, they are nonetheless inextricably related. A discussion of healthism in employment would, therefore, not be complete without mentioning the legal protections that safeguard against discrimination on the basis of health-related factors in health insurance.

Health-related information occupies a central role with respect to health insurance. Given the nature of the American health-insurance system, health insurers have traditionally used health-related information to assess the potential risks of their insureds when determining eligibility and setting premiums. Thus, insofar as overweight people and tobacco users experience lower levels of relative health, they have also historically paid more for health insurance.

More recently, employers interested in regulating employee health have taken additional measures, such as insurance surcharges and other wellness incentives. Employers design their wellness programs to lower health-care costs and promote overall health. They may include positive incentives, like payment waivers, negative incentives, like insurance surcharges, or some combination of the two. Thus, health-related information may be used both when determining eligibility and rates and when offering incentives.

187. See Roberts, supra note 133 (outlining the traditional risk assessment strategies associated with insurance).

188. See Kristin M. Madison et al., The Law, Policy, and Ethics of Employers’ Use of Financial Incentives to Improve Health, 39 J. L. & MED. & ETHICS 450, 451 (2011); Mello & Rosenthal, supra note 61, at 192. As noted, Baylor has begun charging its employees who smoke an insurance surcharge, see supra text accompanying note 4, and Scotts forced employees who did not participate in the wellness program, or who failed to meet their fitness goals, to pay heightened premiums, see supra text accompanying note 35. For additional examples, see Henderson, supra note 27, at 1546–52, which describes numerous employer wellness programs consisting of both positive and negative incentive structures.

189. But see Jennifer S. Bard, When Public Health and Genetic Privacy Collide: Positive and Normative Theories Explaining How ACA’s Expansion of Corporate Wellness Programs Conflicts with GINA’s Privacy Rules, 39 J. L. & MED. & ETHICS 461, 474–75 (2011) (explaining that wellness programs may simply shift costs from employers to the public and may not have a measurable impact on participant health).

190. Mello & Rosenthal, supra note 61, at 192; Harald Schmidt et al., Carrots, Sticks, and Health Care Reform—Problems with Wellness Incentives, 362 NEW ENG. J. MED. e3(1), e3(1) (2010) (differentiating between “carrots” and “sticks” in employer wellness programs and demonstrating how the two categories blend when actually implemented).
Certain laws restrict the factors health insurers may use when rendering their decisions. For instance, the ADA also has some limited applicability to employer-provided health insurance. In fact, the statute applies to employer wellness programs. However, the ADA includes an insurance “safe harbor” provision that allows health insurers to make decisions that relate to disability so long as those decisions are “based on sound actuarial principles or [are] related to actual or reasonably anticipated experience.” Given that both overweight and nicotine addiction do not likely qualify as disabilities and that the actuarial soundness of those factors as they pertain to health is well-documented, the ADA will offer little opportunity to challenge discrimination on the basis of weight or nicotine use in health insurance.

Outside the realm of antidiscrimination law, health-insurance statutes also constrain how insurers use certain kinds of health-related information. Importantly, the ACA—with its emphasis on preventing disease and promoting wellness—specifically targets tobacco use and obesity as issues of public health.

Yet even prior to 2010 health-care reform, Congress began regulating how group health insurers, like those responsible for employer-provided insurance, could consider certain kinds of information. HIPAA prohibits group health insurers (with some exceptions) from making decisions based on certain enumerated health-related factors. Specifically, HIPAA’s nondiscrimination provisions prevent those insurers from discriminating against individual group members when making decisions, but allow

---

192. Id. at 194–95 (internal quotation marks omitted).
193. Howard K. Koh & Kathleen G. Sebelius, Promoting Prevention Through the Affordable Care Act, 363 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1296, 1296 (2010) (describing the ACA’s “vibrant emphasis on disease prevention”); see also Bard, supra note 189, at 470–71 (outlining the ACA’s emphasis on prevention).
194. Koh & Sebelius, supra note 193, at 1297 (“Since tobacco dependence and obesity represent substantial health threats, the Act addresses these specific challenges in a number of ways.”).

Subject to paragraph (2), a group health plan, and a health insurance issuer offering group health insurance coverage in connection with a group health plan, may not establish rules for eligibility (including continued eligibility) of any individual to enroll under the terms of the plan based on any of the following health status-related factors in relation to the individual or a dependent of the individual: (A) Health status. (B) Medical condition (including both physical and mental illnesses). (C) Claims experience. (D) Receipt of health care. (E) Medical history. (F) Genetic information. (G) Evidence of insurability (including conditions arising out of acts of domestic violence). (H) Disability.

decisions made regarding the group as a whole.\textsuperscript{196} Despite the prohibitions on individualized eligibility and rating determinations, HIPAA and the ACA allow group health insurers to provide financial incentives through wellness programs.\textsuperscript{197} Moreover, the ACA includes sections explicitly designed to guide and support employers in instituting those initiatives.\textsuperscript{198}

Wellness programs may offer participation incentives for merely enrolling,\textsuperscript{199} as well as attainment incentives for reaching one’s targeted health goals.\textsuperscript{200} Different rules govern these two kinds of incentives.\textsuperscript{201} Participation-based programs are automatically permissible.\textsuperscript{202} Conversely, attainment-based programs must meet five criteria: (1) the program must be “designed to promote health or prevent disease”;\textsuperscript{203} (2) it must reopen at least annually to allow for new enrollment; (3) its benefits must be available to all similarly situated individuals and the program must offer a reasonable alternative if participation is medically unadvisable or is unreasonably difficult because of a medical condition; (4) all materials must disclose the availability of reasonable alternatives or the possible waiver of standards; (5) finally, the financial incentives offered cannot exceed 30% of the cost of

\textsuperscript{196} Mello & Rosenthal, supra note 61, at 193–94 (explaining that while HIPAA prohibits insurers from discriminating against individuals within groups, insurers may still make group decisions based on health-related factors, such as charging a higher risk group an increased group premium or choosing not to cover certain health conditions).

\textsuperscript{197} Madison et al., supra note 188, at 462 (explaining that while HIPAA’s nondiscrimination provisions preclude differentiation on the basis of certain health-related factors “[t]hey carve out an exception, however, for wellness programs designed to promote health or prevent disease”); Schmidt et al., supra note 190, at e3(1) (noting that while HIPAA prevents group health insurers from discriminating against individual group members when setting premiums it “does not prevent insurers from offering reimbursements through wellness programs” (internal quotation marks omitted)); see also Madison et al., supra note 188, at 462 (explaining that “[t]he ACA provisions are patterned after the HIPAA regulations”).

\textsuperscript{198} Koh and Sebelius, supra note 193, at 1297 (noting that the law provides grants for small businesses to institute wellness programs and requires federal support for existing health and wellness programs); Madison et al., supra note 188, at 451 (explaining that the ACA “both reflects and promotes growing interest in employer incentive programs”).

\textsuperscript{199} Participation incentives include reimbursements for gym memberships or smoking cessation programs, rewards for diagnostic testing (regardless of result), or waiving co-payments for seeking certain kinds of medical services, like prenatal care.

\textsuperscript{200} Attainment incentives include rewards for losing a specified amount of weight or achieving a particular BMI, lowering cholesterol a specified amount, or quitting smoking.

\textsuperscript{201} Mello & Rosenthal, supra note 61, at 193 (“HIPAA makes it easy for health plans to reward members for participating in health-promotion programs but difficult to reward them for achieving a particular health standard.”).


\textsuperscript{203} 29 C.F.R. § 2590.702(f).
Further, the ACA’s final rules would allow attainment-based initiatives to offer incentives up to 50% for tobacco cessation programs. Thus, pursuant to HIPAA, the ACA, and their associated regulations, health plans offering wellness programs may differentiate on the basis of health, as well as on the basis of health-related conduct.

Interestingly, people who are addicted to nicotine may be able to request a reasonable alternative in the context of attainment-based wellness programs. HIPAA’s regulations noted that a smoker could be entitled to an alternate program because it may be unreasonably difficult for that person to quit smoking because of “an addiction to nicotine (a medical condition).” Given the greater stigma against smokers, it is perhaps surprising that, while nicotine users might fall under an exception, more ambiguity exists with respect to whether overweight individuals would qualify for alternate programs or standards.

Perhaps ironically, Congress drafted certain portions of the ACA to end healthism in health insurance. For example, the legislation eliminates pre-existing condition exclusions and health-based eligibility determinations. Moreover, as of 2014, the legislation prohibits health-status based rating in the individual and small-group markets. In lieu of health-related factors, those insurers must now set their premiums based only on the type of coverage provided (individual or family), geographic location, age, and—quite tellingly—tobacco use. Thus, while a person’s weight could perhaps be captured within one of the enumerated categories banned by the legislation, tobacco use is most assuredly not.

204. However, the ACA raised the amount of eligible rewards from 20% of the total cost of coverage under HIPAA to 30% of the total cost of coverage. See 26 C.F.R. § 54.9802-1(f)(2); 45 C.F.R. § 146.121(f)(2).
206. Madison et al., supra note 188, at 462 (“Health plans are permitted to distinguish between those who are in poor health or who fail to engage in healthy behaviors, and those who are healthier, in order to develop programs aimed at improving health.”).
207. See 45 C.F.R. § 146.121(f)(3).
208. Mello & Rosenthal, supra note 61, at 194 (“It is unclear whether obesity would be considered a medical condition that makes it unreasonably difficult to achieve a weight goal, but a reasonable inference from other examples given in the rules is that morbid obesity could well be considered as such.”).
209. See Roberts, supra note 133, for a critique of the antidiscrimination framing of the Affordable Care Act.
211. Id. (amending PHSA section 2701(a)).
212. Id.
B. Trait-Based vs. Conduct-Based Healthism

Existing federal legislation fails to provide comprehensive protection for people who engage in unhealthy conduct. While the statutes described above offer employees some recourse against discrimination on the basis of health-related factors, those protected statuses are based on relatively static factors like diagnosed conditions, genetic risk, and medical history. Conversely, the health-related employment policies described in Part I deal with statuses that are more dynamic. While a person often cannot un-acquire a disability—although it may be no small feat—she could quit smoking or lose weight. Nicotine and obesity bans thus screen for health-related behaviors. Because existing federal employment discrimination laws protect an individual from discrimination on the basis of her health status insofar as it relates to certain traits, yet not insofar as it relates to conduct, those statutes offer incomplete protection at best.

As used here “traits” are static characteristics that, once acquired, do not necessitate further conduct to maintain. Take disability as an example. While an individual may acquire a disability through voluntary—even morally reprehensible—conduct (such as getting into an automobile accident while drunk driving), once acquired, the status of disability is fixed. If an individual becomes paralyzed in a car crash, the continued state of paralysis mandates no subsequent conduct to maintain.

Conversely, “conduct” indicates a status that requires additional action to perpetuate. While conduct may range from voluntary to involuntary, what distinguishes conduct-based statuses from trait-based statuses is not the subject’s willingness to engage in the particular activity, but rather the need for additional action to maintain the status. Thus, under this definition even a status that results from addiction, other compulsive behavior, or factors otherwise outside of an individual’s immediate control would still be considered “conduct-based.”

The trait-conduct divide further illuminates why nicotine users and overweight people often do not enjoy the ADA’s protections by virtue of those statuses alone. For instance, to be “a smoker” someone must continue to smoke. However, if that same person develops lung cancer because of her smoking, once she quits she will still have lung cancer. The health-related status of nicotine use necessitates continued behavior, although the health-related status of lung cancer does not. Likewise, if an individual acquires diabetes through her eating habits, changing those eating habits—though capable of controlling her condition—may never completely eliminate it. Yet the line between traits and conduct blurs when it comes to a person’s

---

213. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 414 (stating that legal protection does not turn on how an individual became disabled—even if the disability was the result of an irresponsible choice—and explaining that in the case of lifestyle discrimination an individual has an ongoing choice, whereas with disability she cannot go back).
weight. While people must continue to eat to maintain their current weight, it takes far longer for their status to alter, particularly when the individual is severely obese. Arguably, from a theoretical perspective, someone “becomes” a nonsmoker at the moment she has her final cigarette. On the contrary, a person does not stop being obese at the moment she decides to make eating or lifestyle changes. Only over time will her decisions aggregate to have an impact. That is not to say the individual’s weight is fixed: the status simply requires longer-term conduct to change. Put simply, statuses based on traits are static, whereas statuses based on conduct are dynamic.214

Traditionally, antidiscrimination law has focused on trait-based status, especially when that trait is considered immutable.215 Race, sex, and national origin are among the paradigmatic antidiscrimination categories. While scholars have highlighted the fluidity of these traits, those classifications are still considered by most to be relatively rigid.216 In the context of healthism, traits include inert statuses such as genetic information, disability, and medical history. Thus, the existing statutes that target healthism described in the preceding Subpart protect on the basis of specific traits, not conduct.

Inversely, antidiscrimination law has historically had far less sympathy for protected statuses resulting from conduct, particularly when that conduct is viewed as within the individual’s control.217 For example, courts have relied on the distinction between traits and conduct when deciding Title VII cases related to employer grooming policies. Perhaps the most notorious invocation of the trait–conduct dichotomy in that particular context occurred in Rogers v. American Airlines Inc., when a federal district judge dismissed a challenge to the company’s ban on all-braided hairstyles, a style choice worn predominantly by black women, writing:

214. The trait–conduct distinction, while useful, may break down in certain contexts. See Jackson, supra note 20, at 167 (noting that “many activities can be characterized as either an ‘activity’ or a ‘status’”). For example, anorexia, a psychiatric diagnosis and hence an impairment that may form the basis of a disability, could consequently be considered a trait. However, thinness could likewise be understood as rooted in conduct because the individual must behave in a particular way to maintain her weight.


216. See, e.g., Robert M. Howie & Laurence A. Shapero, Lifestyle Discrimination Statutes: A Dangerous Erosion of At-Will Employment, a Passing Fad, or Both?, 31 EMP. REL. L.J. 21, 21 (2005) (explaining that existing federal antidiscrimination statutes “reflect judgments by our federal government that it is not in our best interest as a society to tolerate employment discrimination against individuals because of . . . characteristics such as race or national origin over which they have no control”); Sugarman, supra note 51, at 414 (noting that “race, sex, age and ancestry/national origin are generally understood to be matters of status, that is, a characteristic that one cannot avoid”).

217. Of course, the most glaring exception to this generalized statement is the widely recognized antidiscrimination protection of religion. Sugarman, supra note 51, at 414-15 (explaining that “[m]any people would say that one can, at any time, abandon one’s religious belief, or adopt a new one” but noting that religion also has status elements imposed by parents, the use of labels, and ancestry).
[An all-braided hairstyle] is not the product of natural hair growth but of artifice. An all-braided hairstyle is an ‘easily changed characteristic,’ and, even if socioculturally associated with a particular race or nationality, is not an impermissible basis for distinctions in the application of employment practices by an employer.218

Moreover, the court explicitly acknowledged that American Airlines adopted the challenged policy to “project a conservative and business-like image.”219 Courts have thus been willing to uphold employment policies that differentiate on the basis of conduct seen as voluntary or otherwise within the employee’s control.

Important to the subject of this Article, unlike race or even disability, both weight and nicotine addiction are often considered the consequences of personal choices220 and thereby within the ambit of individual control.221 The tendency of antidiscrimination statutes to protect unchangeable traits explains why the ADA, GINA, and the various health-insurance laws allow bans on obesity and nicotine use.

The trait–conduct divide is also seen in the health-insurance context with the traditional dilemmas of adverse selection and moral hazard. Insurers rely on accurate risk assessment when issuing policies and setting premiums.222 People at higher risk are more likely to need health care and thus seek and purchase health-insurance policies. However, they are also more likely to use those policies, forcing insurers to pay out. Adverse selection describes the tendency of poorer risks to seek insurance more actively.223 Insurers insulate themselves against the costs of adverse selection by not issuing policies to risky applicants and by charging higher premiums when they do. Adverse selection can be understood as a trait-based phenomenon because it involves static factors, such as medical history, disease, or disability. Alternatively, moral hazard describes when an individual behaves in a way she otherwise would not because she knows she

219. Id. at 233.
220. For example, 80% of survey respondents indicated they believed that significant overweight/obesity is the result of personal lifestyle choices. Newport, supra note 94.
221. Major, supra note 82.
222. Insurance can be understood as a risk pooling agreement to indemnify against future loss. See DICTIONARY OF HEALTH INSURANCE AND MANAGED CARE 138 (David Edward Marcinko & Hope Rachel Hetico eds., 2006) (defining “health insurance” as “[c]overage that provides for the payments of benefits as a result of sickness or injury”); see also James Surowiecki, Fifth Wheel, NEW YORKER (Jan. 4, 2010), http://www.newyorker.com/talk/financial/2010/01/04/100104 ta_talk_suwroeckki (describing risk-based pricing as “the raison d’être of a health-insurance company”).
223. See DICTIONARY OF HEALTH INSURANCE AND MANAGED CARE, supra note 222, at 12–13 (defining “adverse selection”).
will not bear the costs.\textsuperscript{224} For example, in the context of health insurance an individual might opt to use health care, even in circumstances when she might not actually need it.\textsuperscript{225} This concern is thus conduct-related.

In short, the kinds of policies described in Part I discriminate on the basis of health-related statuses associated with conduct, not traits. It, therefore, comes as little surprise that the current federal laws designed to target healthism offer nicotine users and overweight people little recourse. To target employment policies designed to regulate unhealthy conduct, Congress must therefore draft a new kind of antidiscrimination law, one that focuses specifically on protected conduct not protected traits.\textsuperscript{226} The following Part explores how a majority of the states have done just that and considers the need for additional legal intervention.

* * *

Several statutes currently restrict the information employers may use in making job-related decisions. While the ADA and GINA, as well as health-insurance laws like HIPAA and the ACA, may prohibit discrimination on the basis of certain health-related traits, those laws ultimately fail to proscribe employer decision-making based on statuses associated with unhealthy conduct. Thus, if Congress or state legislatures wish to prevent employers from using an individual’s health-related conduct when deciding whether to hire, fire, or promote someone, they will need to draft a different kind of antidiscrimination statute.

III. OUTLAWING HEALTHISM

Current federal employment discrimination statutes do not proscribe employment decisions based on unhealthy conduct. This Part argues that additional protections are necessary to combat the unintended adverse effects of healthism. Specifically, it proposes that employer screens for health could disproportionately harm certain vulnerable populations, in particular racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, and the poor and near-poor by simultaneously restricting their access to wage work and to employer-provided benefits. Given the relatedness of income, health insurance, and access to health care, healthist employment policies could perpetuate existing health disparities. Thus, this Part considers the kind of legislation necessary to outlaw the types of employment polices outlined in Part I. It begins with a summary of current state laws that restrict an employer’s ability to use health-related conduct to make job-related determinations. It then examines the arguments for and against antidiscrimination protection for unhealthy behaviors. Finally, it concludes

\textsuperscript{224} Id. at 188 (defining “moral hazard”).

\textsuperscript{225} See Mark V. Pauly, The Economics of Moral Hazard: Comment, 58 AM. ECON. REV. 531 (1968).

\textsuperscript{226} See Howie & Shapero, supra note 216, at 31–32.
that Congress or state legislatures should draft conduct-based antidiscrimination legislation—or amend their existing protections—to avoid harming historically disadvantaged groups. However, in so doing lawmakers must incorporate numerous safeguards to protect the valid interests of employers.

A. EXISTING STATE LIFESTYLE DISCRIMINATION STATUTES

A majority of states, as well as the District of Columbia, offer some kind of legislative protection against employment policies that discriminate on the basis of legal—but unhealthy—off-duty conduct.227 As a class, they are commonly referred to as lifestyle discrimination statutes.228 These laws, however, vary greatly in both their breadth and their depth of coverage.

One source of variation is the protected conduct. Some statutes offer very broad protections for lawful off-duty conduct or for the consumption of lawful products generally, whereas others specify particular behaviors and activities, often tobacco or alcohol consumption.229 Lawful product and conduct states include California, Colorado, Illinois, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Tennessee, and Wisconsin.230 States that single out tobacco use for protection are Connecticut, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming, as well as the District of Columbia.231

Although many states have specific prohibitions related to tobacco, fewer specifically deal with food and issues of weight. Minnesota, one of the states that protects “the use or enjoyment of lawful consumable products . . .

227. The number of states with lifestyle discrimination statutes varies depending upon how broadly that term is defined. See Maltby, supra note 19, at 1647 n.43 (stating that thirty states and the District of Columbia have statutes preventing termination for legal activities).

228. The word “lifestyle” is frequently associated with voluntariness, such as the notion of “lifestyle choices.”

229. See Henderson, supra note 27, at 1591–92 (identifying two types of state lifestyle discrimination statutes: “(1) those protecting use of lawful products or engaging in legal activities, (2) those protecting tobacco or alcohol [use]”).


off the premises of the employer during nonworking hours” lists food along with tobacco and alcoholic (as well as non-alcoholic) beverages as examples of such products. Similarly, Montana defines a “lawful product” as “a product that is legally consumed, used, or enjoyed and includes food, beverages, and tobacco.” Interestingly, Michigan is the only state that explicitly outlaws discrimination on the basis of weight, yet it does not have a lifestyle discrimination statute.

Other areas in which these laws differ are the employers they cover and the conduct they prohibit employers from taking. For instance, some states will not impose lifestyle discrimination protections on non-profit employers whose mission involves discouraging the protected conduct, such as foundations devoted to ending tobacco dependency or promoting health. Additionally, certain state lifestyle discrimination statutes protect only current employees from adverse employment actions.

Further, many of these statutes include exceptions to allow employers to make conduct-based decisions that are job-related. Several statutes have exceptions for bona fide occupational requirements that relate to the job in

---

232. MINN. STAT. § 181.938(2).
233. MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-2-313(1).
234. See Ramshaw, supra note 13 (noting Michigan’s law, as well similar ordinances in six U.S. cities).
235. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. § 31-40s(a) (exempting “any nonprofit organization or corporation whose primary purpose is to discourage use of tobacco products by the general public”); 820 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 55/5(b) (exempting “any employer that is a non-profit organization that, as one of its primary purposes or objectives, discourages the use of one or more lawful products by the general public”); MO. REV. STAT. § 290.145 (2012) (exempting “not-for-profit organizations whose principal business is health care promotion”); MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-2-313(3)(c) (exempting “a nonprofit organization that, as one of its primary purposes or objectives, discourages the use of one or more lawful products by the general public”).
236. See, e.g., CAL. LAB. CODE § 96(k) (West 2011) (allowing “[c]laims for loss of wages as the result of demotion, suspension, or discharge from employment”); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 23:966(A) (protecting “an individual, during the course of employment”). Colorado’s, South Dakota’s, and Tennessee’s statutes only protect current employees from termination. See COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-3-402.5(1) (2012) (“It shall be a discriminatory or unfair employment practice for an employer to terminate the employment of any employee due to that employee’s engaging in any lawful activity off the premises of the employer during nonworking hours . . . .”); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 60-4-11 (“It is a discriminatory or unfair employment practice for an employer to terminate the employment of an employee due to that employee’s engaging in any use of tobacco products off the premises of the employer during nonworking hours . . . .”); TENN. CODE ANN. § 50-1-304 (West 2013) (prohibiting “[d]ischarge for refusal to participate in or remain silent about illegal activities, or for legal use of agricultural product”).
question,237 while Missouri’s statute conditions its application on the protected conduct’s failure to interfere with job performance.238

Although many states have protections already in place, courts have limited the applicability of lifestyle discrimination statutes, calling the extent of their coverage into question. For example, California’s lifestyle discrimination statute, which offers facially broad protection “for lawful conduct occurring during nonworking hours away from the employer’s premises” has been interpreted narrowly.239 At least one California appellate division has held that the state’s lifestyle discrimination statute is merely a procedural enactment designed to enforce existing rights with no independent substantive protections of its own.240 Thus, even with broad conduct-based antidiscrimination statutes on the books, employees may still not enjoy adequate protection should courts choose to interpret those provisions restrictively.

B. ADDITIONAL LEGISLATION

As summarized, the majority of states have opted to safeguard employees against at least some discrimination on the basis of unhealthy conduct. While the remaining states and Congress could follow suit and enact their own lifestyle discrimination legislation, the question remains whether the kinds of policies described in Part I are suitable territory for legislative intervention. Several norms govern American antidiscrimination law. Thus, before a legislature acts, it must consider whether screening applicants and employees based on their perceived health constitutes untenable discrimination worthy of antidiscrimination protection or a valid basis for differentiation on the part of employers. The following Subpart explores both the reasons for and against lifestyle discrimination legislation.

1. Reasons for Regulation

Supporters of legislative interventions cite a number of arguments in favor of lifestyle discrimination legislation, including privacy, autonomy, and anti-paternalism, as well as immutability and the absence of choice when engaging in unhealthy conduct.

237. See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-34-702.5(1)(a); D.C. CODE § 7-1703.09(a) (2008); MINN. STAT. § 181.938(a)(1); MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-2-313(a)(ii); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3(B)(2) (2007); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 95-28.2(c)(1) (2011); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 60-4-11(1); WIS. STAT. § 111.35(2)(c) (2012); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 27-9-105(iv) (2013).
238. MO. REV. STAT. § 290.145.
239. See CAL. LAB. CODE § 96(f).
a. Privacy, Autonomy, & Anti-Paternalism

Privacy, personal autonomy, and anti-paternalism represent three separate but interconnected justifications for stopping employers from making employment decisions based on unhealthy behavior.

Privacy is generally thought of as our “right to be let alone.” Being free from outside scrutiny is essential to our ability to maintain our independence and sense of self while simultaneously living communally. Relatedly, autonomy is the ethical principle that one’s personal choices should not be constrained by outside preferences or decisions. It respects an individual’s right to make decisions about herself and her wellbeing unencumbered. Autonomy arguments—often popular with Americans—tend to be tied up with issues of self-determination and personal identity. Likewise, the concept of anti-paternalism rejects the notion that third parties should be able to make decisions for the good of others. Anti-paternalism and autonomy are therefore two sides of the same coin: Whereas autonomy asserts that one’s personal choices should remain unconstrained by outsiders, anti-paternalism holds that outsiders—however well-intentioned—should not constrain one’s personal choices. Both autonomy and anti-paternalism champion individual liberty and freedom of choice. Privacy, thus, may function to preserve a person’s autonomy and to combat paternalism by carving out a sphere where one is answerable only to herself and her conscience for her decisions.

This right to be let alone is so central that it enjoys numerous kinds of legal protection. Individuals may sue in tort law for invasions of privacy. Torts scholar William Prosser famously expounded on the meaning of privacy in tort law in his article "Privacy. William L. Prosser, Privacy, 48 CALIF. L. REV. 383, 389 (1960) (expounding on the meaning of privacy in tort law).
or breaches of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{248} Likewise, certain aspects of our private lives rise to the zone of constitutional protection. For example, within criminal law, whether one has a reasonable expectation of privacy governs the ability of law enforcement to search and seize.\textsuperscript{249} Likewise, the substantive due process right to privacy (sometimes with its close cousin, the right to bodily integrity) has been cited as the basis for reproductive freedom\textsuperscript{250} and the ability of consenting adults to choose their sexual partners.\textsuperscript{251}

Privacy in the workplace is of particular importance because of the high value placed on employment.\textsuperscript{252} Given the centrality of work to most Americans, employer infringements on privacy and personal autonomy are arguably just as constraining as similar intrusions by the government.\textsuperscript{253} Thus, opponents of employment policies restricting off-duty conduct assert that such practices present applicants and employees with a Hobson’s choice: either alter your behavior away from work or lose your job.\textsuperscript{254} According to this reasoning, employers are using economic means to unjustly control the personal choices of their workers, while simultaneously violating those workers’ personal autonomy and intruding into their private lives.\textsuperscript{255} In particular, critics of conduct-based employment policies focus on the off-duty nature of the prohibited behavior and the absence of an


\textsuperscript{249.} See id. at 495–97, 526–27 (exploring the Fourth Amendment notion of “a reasonable expectation of privacy”).

\textsuperscript{250.} See id. at 557–58 (describing procreative autonomy as an issue of privacy).

\textsuperscript{251.} See id. at 561–62 (describing decisions related to consensual adult sex as issues of privacy).

\textsuperscript{252.} See Al Gini, \textit{Work, Identity and Self: How We Are Formed by the Work We Do}, 17 J. BUS. ETHICS 707, 707–08 (1998) (“As adults there is nothing that more preoccupies our lives [than work]. . . . It is in work that we become persons.”).

\textsuperscript{253.} See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 405 (“[A] ny one time [a person’s] most valued asset is, in effect, [her] job. If, however, employers attach conditions to jobs that restrict personal autonomy, [employee] privacy is as restricted as it would be were the conditions attached by government.”). But see Henderson, supra note 27 (arguing that corporations make better nannies than governments); Sonne, supra 19, at 137 (“Despite analogies to, and lessons drawn from, state power and its limits, the voluntary nature of the private work relationship must be distinguished from the coercive arm of the state when discussing these issues.”).

\textsuperscript{254.} See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 405 (“[A] n employee is] put to the unwelcome choice of surrendering [her] job or surrendering part of [her] identity.”).

\textsuperscript{255.} See Henderson, supra note 27, at 1530 (explaining but not adopting the position that “[s]moking and drinking after hours . . . may raise costs, in terms of risk and health insurance outlays, but there is an intuition that the restrictions on private behavior are different in some way—more out of bounds”). These criticisms translate into strong normative claims about the rightness and wrongness of such employment practices. See, e.g., Malby, supra note 19, at 1659 (describing Henry Ford’s regulation of his employees’ off-duty conduct as “wrong” and stating that “[t]he fact that Henry Ford signed people’s paychecks did not give him the right to control their private lives”).
immediate impact on job performance.256 Some opponents have gone as far as asserting that workers hold positive “rights” to engage in legal off-duty conduct.257 The appeal of these kinds of arguments is so strong that even some proponents of tobacco control have expressed discomfort regarding bans on nicotine use.258

Moreover, justifying conduct-based employment policies because the targeted behavior relates to employee health opens the door for a broad range of restrictive practices. As Lewis Maltby, the president of the National Workrights Institute, points out, almost everything we do holds the potential to impact our health:

The more we learn about the relationships between behavior and health, the more we realize that everything we do in our private lives affects our health. If employers are permitted to control private behavior when it is related to health, virtually every aspect of our private lives is subject to employer control.259

Health could therefore be used to justify restrictions on all sorts of behaviors, including what we eat, how much we sleep, and the kinds of sports we play. Further, once an employer has access to an employee’s sample taken to test for nicotine or other substances, she could screen for

---

256. See, e.g., Maltby, supra note 19, at 1643 (arguing that “[e]mployment decisions should be based on how well you do your job, not on your private life”). Some courts have likewise taken this position, striking down conduct-based employment policies as too tenuously related to on-the-job performance to be justifiable. See, e.g., Borse v. Piece Goods Shop, Inc., 963 F.2d 611, 622 (3d Cir. 1992) (striking a policy for public policy reasons because “there are areas of an employee’s life in which his employer has no legitimate interest” (quoting Geary v. U.S. Steel Corp., 319 A.2d 174, 180 (Pa. 1974))). Interestingly, Virginia law includes an exception to the public policy exception for workplace safety.

However, as noted in Part I, health-related off-duty conduct does impact an individual’s ability to do her job, such as the lower rates of productivity and higher absenteeism among smokers and obese people. Thus, employers may enjoy a very real interest in their employees’ off-duty conduct. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 380 (noting that “employers do have some legitimate interests in their employees’ off-work activities” and “an individual’s autonomy interests can run smack into, and be trumped by, a competing norm—that employers should have the right to insist that their applicants and employees be able to perform the required work”); see also Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1666 (arguing that “employees . . . bring their nicotine addiction to work” in the form of withdrawal symptoms that compromise productivity and increase costs).

257. See, e.g., Rives, supra note 31, at 554 (framing the issue as “an employee’s right to engage in lawful recreational activities as well as an employee’s right to lawfully use lawful products during nonworking hours”).

258. Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1652 (“Some [tobacco control advocates] have argued that such policies constitute unethical discrimination that tobacco control advocates should not countenance.”).

259. Maltby, supra note 19, at 1641; see also Maltby & Dushman, supra note 51, at 616 (describing the health risks associated with any number of activities, including consuming “[c]affeine, alcohol, red meat, [and] sugar,” as well as hobbies such as skiing and riding motorcycles).
any number of other kinds of health-related conditions or behaviors.\textsuperscript{260} Hence, arguments related to privacy, autonomy, and other anti-paternalistic ideals often invoke the slippery slope. If the law permits employers to regulate the nicotine use or the weight of their employees in the name of health, what will be next?

Privacy, autonomy, and anti-paternalism thus capture several concerns related to employment policies designed to regulate off-duty, health-related conduct. Specifically, those practices affect the choices workers make about their bodies and their lives, even when they are off the clock. This influence is viewed as unduly restrictive on private decision-making. Legislation designed to prohibit employers from making employment decisions based on unhealthy conduct could, therefore, ground its protections in the rhetorics of privacy and autonomy, distinguishing the conduct-based antidiscrimination claims from the more traditional status-based prohibitions described in Part II.\textsuperscript{261}

\textit{b. Immutability and the Absence of Choice}

As mentioned in the proceeding Part, traditionally antidiscrimination law has not been favorable to statuses that are considered voluntarily chosen or within an individual’s control. Further, although this norm has existed for decades, the role of immutability appears to have taken on a renewed importance in the world of employment discrimination following GINA and the ADAAA.\textsuperscript{262}

Frequently, nicotine addiction and obesity are understood as the consequences of voluntary unhealthy conduct, mainly tobacco use and poor eating choices. However, certain studies have called the level of voluntariness of those statuses into question. For example, research has indicated that genetic factors, which are largely determined before birth and exist outside a person’s control, may contribute to an individual’s propensity to gain weight.\textsuperscript{263} A genetic link to obesity would therefore call the mutability of that condition into question. Additionally, the ecological branch of public health indicates that environmental factors, which are largely out of an individual’s control, may contribute to her being

\textsuperscript{260} See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 407 (explaining that a blood specimen taken to screen for nicotine could then be screened for other things like HIV). Although GINA prohibits employers from requesting or requiring genetic information from their employees, the concern remains that employers could engage in this type of intrusive conduct clandestinely.

\textsuperscript{261} See id. at 415 (explaining that “[l]ifestyle discrimination is more about individual autonomy” than status-based discrimination).

\textsuperscript{262} For an in-depth exploration of the role of immutability in employment discrimination law in recent years, see generally Sharona Hoffman, \textit{The Importance of Immutability in Employment Discrimination Law}, 52 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1483 (2011).

overweight.\textsuperscript{264} Similarly, many smokers wish to quit.\textsuperscript{265} Opponents of nicotine bans have used this fact to argue that it is unfair to penalize people for conduct that they wish to abandon, thereby questioning the voluntariness of continued tobacco or other nicotine use.\textsuperscript{266} Thus, while conduct-based, these statuses are arguably not completely voluntary.

Importantly, the underlying assumption behind allowing employers to regulate health-related behavior is that the targeted conduct is something the applicant or employee can change if given the proper motivation. However, critics of employer wellness programs point out that this assumption comes into direct conflict with practical experiences related to lifestyle change. For example, many people regularly try to lose weight, struggle, and fail, despite their genuine intent and sincere effort to diet.\textsuperscript{267}

Yet even assuming the voluntariness of unhealthy behaviors, what may have initially been a decision within an individual’s personal control may at some point become an undesired status. Our current selves inevitably make decisions that affect our future selves.\textsuperscript{268} While a fifteen-year-old may choose to light up a cigarette, the thirty-year-old whom she becomes may be desperate to quit smoking. Likewise, once a person reaches a particular degree of overweight, it may grow increasingly difficult to attain a healthy BMI. In short, our past decisions impact our current health, perhaps even more than our present ones. Moreover, many individuals who have already acquired unhealthy habits may actively want to change their behaviors but struggle—sometimes for reasons beyond their control\textsuperscript{269}—with making those

\textsuperscript{264} See Lindsay F. Wiley, \textit{Stigma and the Emerging Law of Obesity Control} 24–25 (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) (describing the current environment as ‘obesigenic’).


\textsuperscript{266} See Schmidt, Voigt & Emanuel, supra note 58, at 1370 (stating that “smoking is addictive and therefore not completely voluntary” and “[i]t is therefore wrong to treat smoking as something fully under an individual’s control”); see also Sugarman, supra note 51, at 435 (calling this line of argument the “sympathy for the addict” position).

\textsuperscript{267} See, e.g., Wendy K. Mariner, \textit{The Affordable Care Act and Health Promotion: The Role of Insurance in Defining Responsibility for Health Risks and Costs}, 50 DUQ. L. REV. 271, 301 (2012); Schmidt et al., supra note 190, at e3(1) (citing the failure of diets to achieve long-term weight loss even though dieters want and try to lose weight). Permitting employers to consider health-related factors when implementing wellness programs reintroduces health-based rating into group insurance, thereby undermining the purpose of the nondiscrimination provisions. Hence, Mariner calls for Congress to abandon the wellness program exception. See generally Mariner, supra.

\textsuperscript{268} See Henderson, supra note 27, at 1534–26 (describing internalities).

\textsuperscript{269} Many people who engage in unhealthy behaviors are members of historically disadvantaged groups and encounter barriers to health. For a discussion of structural and institutional barriers to health, see infra Part III.B.1.c.
aspirations into a reality. Consequently, health-related employment policies beg the question, how accountable do we wish to hold people for the poor health-related decisions of their prior selves?

Thus, apart from the protection of privacy and autonomy, legislatures could also justify conduct-based antidiscrimination statutes by framing the protected behaviors as outside of individual control. As explored here, this argument could be made in at least two ways: (1) advocates could argue that the status, i.e., obesity, is not the result of voluntary conduct but rather of factors beyond an individual’s control, like genetics; (2) alternatively, advocates could argue that what began as voluntary conduct has now transformed into an un-chosen and perhaps immutable state, like in the case of addiction. Both lines of reasoning effectively collapse the distinction between trait-based and conduct-based statuses, eliminating the role of personal choice. Immutability arguments are therefore at odds with personal autonomy and privacy justifications. One champions the role of individual choice, while the other eliminates it.

c. Harm to Historically Disadvantaged Groups

Additionally, employment policies that discriminate on the basis of health-related conduct may disparately impact historically disadvantaged groups, most notably racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, and the poor. Individuals in those social categories are more likely to use tobacco and to be overweight, and simultaneously encounter more structural and institutional barriers to adopting healthy habits. As a result, adverse employment actions based on unhealthy conduct could further harm individuals who already experience discrimination on the job.

Both tobacco use and obesity are more common among certain disadvantaged populations, thereby amplifying the effect of employment policies designed to regulate health-related conduct on those groups. Racial and ethnic minorities are more likely to use tobacco; thus nicotine bans like the one adopted by Baylor will have a greater impact on non-whites.

---

270. See Maltby, supra note 19, at 1645 (“Very few of us are proud of our bad habits. Surveys repeatedly show that most smokers want to quit. Millions of us make New Year’s resolutions to eat less, go to the gym more often, and cut down on our drinking.”).

271. See Brian King et al., Vital Signs: Current Cigarette Smoking Among Adults Aged ≥ 18 Years—United States, 2005–2010, 60 MORTALITY & MORBIDITY WKLY. REP. 1207, 1208 (2011), available at www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/wk/mm6035.pdf (“Among racial/ethnic populations, non-Hispanic American Indians/Alaska Natives had the highest prevalence (31.4%), followed by non-Hispanic whites (21.0%) and non-Hispanic blacks (20.6%).”).

272. See Jennifer C. Pierotti, Comment, The “Bottom Line”: A Smokecreen for the Reality that Anti-Tobacco Employment Practices Are Hazardous to Minority Health and Equality, 26 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 441, 445 (2010) (arguing that employment bans on tobacco use “will disproportionately disadvantage minority groups that have higher rates of smoking and higher incidence of smoking-related disease, in addition to groups that have less support in cessation measures”).
Similarly, minority group members on average tend to be heavier. As a result, weight-related policies will also have a disproportionate impact on racial and ethnic minorities. At first blush, it may seem that Title VII could offer some protection because courts have applied the statute to prohibit facially neutral policies with discriminatory effects. However, as noted, courts have been reluctant to extend those protections to situations in which the challenged policies differentiate on the basis of a conduct-based attribute thought to be within the control of the employee. Thus, the unwillingness to protect employees with braided hairstyles implies a similar unwillingness to protect employees who smoke or are overweight. Moreover, Title VII allows employers to adopt policies that produce a disparate impact if those policies are job-related and consistent with business necessity. Hence, if an employer can justify nicotine or obesity bans in terms of job-relatedness or business necessity, Title VII would not apply, regardless of the detrimental effect on racial and ethnic minorities. Given that smoking and being obese have measurable negative impacts on productivity and may undermine an employer’s business image, Title VII does not provide a solid basis for challenging health-related employment policies.

In addition to members of racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities are more likely to smoke and to be overweight than their non-disabled counterparts. Health-related employment policies will therefore also screen out individuals with disabilities in greater numbers. As discussed, while the ADA covers discrimination on the basis of smoking- and obesity-associated health conditions, courts have been reluctant to find that discrimination based on those states alone warrants protection.

Finally, the poor may also be more greatly impacted by the policies described in Part I than higher-wage workers. Lower-income individuals as a group weigh more and use tobacco more frequently. They also have less access to health care and less opportunity to adopt healthy lifestyle choices. Moreover, although the poor have not been expressly recognized as a distinct antidiscrimination category, they experience serious health

---

273. See Adult Obesity Facts, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/adult.html (last updated Aug. 16, 2013) (“Non-Hispanic blacks have the highest age-adjusted rates of obesity (49.5%) compared with Mexican Americans (40.4%), all Hispanics (39.1%) and non-Hispanic whites (34.3%).” (citing Katherine M. Flegal et al., Prevalence of Obesity and Trends in the Distribution of Body Mass Index Among Us Adults, 1999–2010, 307 J. AM, MED. ASS’N 491 (2012)).


275. See generally NAT’L COUNCIL ON DISABILITY, supra note 154 (discussing health disparities between people with disabilities).

276. Id.

277. See infra note 280.
disparities, which could be exacerbated by widespread employment policies that differentiate based on health.\textsuperscript{278}

In addition to the fact that certain historically disadvantaged groups are more likely to engage in unhealthy conduct, those groups may likewise be less able to engage in the kind of lifestyle changes health-related employment policies are designed to promote. Critics of attainment-based wellness programs have discussed the concern that those initiatives could have a discriminatory impact.\textsuperscript{279} As one author points out, disadvantaged populations may encounter very real structural barriers to improving their health:

A law school graduate from a wealthy family who has a gym on the top floor of his condominium block is more likely to succeed in losing weight if he tries than is a teenage mother who grew up and continues to live and work odd jobs in a poor neighborhood with limited access to healthy food and exercise opportunities. And he is more likely to try.\textsuperscript{280}

Thus, policies that encourage or reward healthier lifestyle choices assume the voluntariness of those changes without taking significant account of the impediments certain groups may face in actually implementing those behaviors.

Given the disparate impact of health-related employment policies on certain historically disadvantaged groups—mainly racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, and the poor—and the absence of strong legal protections against those discriminatory outcomes, additional lifestyle discrimination statutes may be necessary at both the state and federal levels to eliminate the possibility of additional harm to those individuals.

\section*{2. Reasons Against Regulation}

As noted, employers discriminate all the time. In fact, to make employment decisions—such as whom to fire or promote—employers must be able to distinguish between candidates. Thus, not all differentiation in the workplace rises to the level of actionable discrimination. Moreover, employers have historically been able to hire and fire employees as they please. Restricting an employer’s ability to act on health-related factors thus eliminates one potential ground for differentiation between its workers and

\textsuperscript{278} For example, one author notes that insurance surcharges and other employer wellness initiatives may unfairly disadvantage lower-income workers: “Direct and indirect increases would disproportionately hurt lower-paid workers, who are generally less healthy than their higher-paid counterparts and thus in greater need of health care, less likely to meet the targets, and least likely to be able to afford higher costs.” Schmidt et al., supra note 190, at e3(5).

\textsuperscript{279} See Madison et al., supra note 188, at 455–58 (describing discrimination and ethical concerns associated with wellness programs).

\textsuperscript{280} Schmidt et al., supra note 190, at e3(2); see also Bard, supra note 189, at 472–74 (outlining ways in which employer-provided wellness programs might be discriminatory).
thereby conflicts with the doctrine of employment at-will. Additionally, critics of conduct-based regulation have maintained that the market itself will penalize employers who over-regulate and that adding nicotine use and weight to the canon of antidiscrimination law will erode the social relevance of traditional antidiscrimination categories.

a. Freedom of Contract and Employment At-Will

One critique of legislation that would limit the kind of information employers may use to make their decisions cuts to the core of the very nature of employment in the United States. If employers are free to discriminate based on any number of things—education, work experience, and (sometimes) appearance—why not health?281

American employment law gives employers broad discretion in selecting their employees. This practice is commonly referred to as “employment at-will.” According to the employment at-will doctrine, both employees and employers are free agents, able to negotiate contractual terms to their mutual liking; consequently, either party—employer or employee—is free to unilaterally end that agreement at any time and for any reason.282 The vast majority of states adhere to this principle.283 In fact, only Montana has replaced employment at-will,284 instead adopting a statutorily outlined “good cause” standard.285 In 1991, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws proposed the Model Employment Termination Act, which included a provision modeled on the Montana approach, but it was rejected by the forty-nine other states.286 Hence, absent some kind of statutory exception to the common law, most American employers can hire

281. Privacy Line, supra note 4 (stating that employers “deserve great latitude in hiring, which makes legislation problematic”).

282. The judge in one seminal opinion on the subject opines:

Trade is free; so is employment. The law leaves employer and employe[e] to make their own contracts; and these, when made, it will enforce; beyond this it does not go. Either the employer or the employe[e] may terminate the relation at will, and the law will not interfere, except for [the] contract broken.

Rives, supra note 31, at 555 (quoting Payne v. W. & Atl. R.R., 81 Tenn. 507, 519–20 (1884)); see also Howie & Shapero, supra note 216, at 21; Jackson, supra note 20, at 149–50; Lawrence, supra note 32, at 512–14; Sonne, supra note 19, at 154–57; Sugarman, supra note 51, at 424.

283. Henderson, supra note 27, at 1591 (asserting that “most states follow the common law employment-at-will regime”).

284. Sugarman, supra note 51, at 426.

285. MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-2-903 (2011) (“‘Good cause’ means reasonable job-related grounds for dismissal based on a failure to satisfactorily perform job duties, disruption of the employer’s operation, or other legitimate business reason. The legal use of a lawful product by an individual off the employer’s premises during nonworking hours is not a legitimate business reason, unless the employer acts within the provisions of 39-2-313(3) or (4).”).

and fire employees at their discretion. Thus, a statute that would limit an employer’s ability to make decisions based on an individual’s unhealthy conduct would violate employment at-will.

Employment at-will, however, is not absolute. In particular, antidiscrimination and wrongful discharge laws represent statutory exceptions to this doctrine. These laws are diverse in character and protect employees on the basis of both traits and conduct. Additionally, several states will override employment at-will for public policy reasons. The question remains, however, whether health-related conduct warrants such an exception.

b. Market Effects

Critics of conduct-based antidiscrimination laws also argue that these statutes unduly interfere with the functioning of the market. As explained in Part I, absent some kind of policy designed to differentiate on the basis of employee health, employers—and fellow employees—subsidize the unhealthy choices made by their employees and co-workers respectively in the form of higher insurance premiums, while absorbing the associated costs of increased absenteeism and decreased productivity. It is therefore economically rational on the part of employers to adopt practices designed to reduce that cost-producing conduct. For example, banning smoking could not only lead to a healthier set of workers but also increased productivity. As a result, passing lifestyle discrimination legislation interferes with the ability of employers to make sound, economically rational decisions related to the expense of running their businesses.

To be sure, several trait-based antidiscrimination statutes interfere with economically rational employer decision-making. In fact, certain Supreme Court opinions have implied that the only kind of discrimination that the law should prohibit is “irrational” discrimination. Race discrimination is often cited as the paradigmatic example here: One’s skin color has no effect

287. See Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1660; Howie & Shapero, supra note 216, at 21; Maltby, supra note 19, at 1642; Sonne, supra note 19, at 157–60 (describing antidiscrimination laws and wrongful discharge as exceptions to at-will employment). Additional exceptions to at-will employment include unionized workers, government employees, and high earners with specific contracts. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 424.


289. See id. (noting that there are “four public policy exceptions that appear to be the most common: refusing to commit illegal acts, exercising statutory rights, whistleblowing, and performing civic duties”).

290. See supra Part I.B.1.


292. See Samuel R. Bagenstos, The Supreme Court, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and Rational Discrimination, 55 ALA. L. REV. 923, 925 (2004) (identifying Supreme Court decisions as advancing “the premise that antidiscrimination law—even in its prohibition of intentional discrimination—should prohibit nothing more than irrational discrimination”).
on her ability to perform a particular job. Thus, to differentiate solely on that basis is irrational. However, employers may have economically rational reasons for choosing not to hire women (who may be more likely to take family leave), people with disabilities (who may require accommodation), individuals with certain religious beliefs (who may require time away from work to worship), and persons with a genetic proclivity for serious disease (who may increase insurance costs if the related condition manifests), yet the law forbids such differentiation.\footnote{The federal statutes that prohibit such discrimination are, of course, Title VII, the ADA, the Rehabilitation Act, and GINA.}

With respect to lifestyle discrimination, a statute that prohibits employers from adopting policies to regulate costly employee conduct forces them to subsidize the expensive habits of their workers by internalizing the associated costs.\footnote{See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 432 (noting that “[a] strong civil rights approach to lifestyle discrimination in employment would adopt the general position that employers, rather than employees, must internalize costs that are associated with employee privacy”).} M. Todd Henderson describes this result as “perverse,” explaining that “[t]he government subsidizes employer-provided health insurance (through numerous tax benefits for firms and employees) but then restricts the ability of corporations to regulate behaviors that will impact those health-insurance costs.”\footnote{Henderson, supra note 27, at 1552.}

Given that worker health affects the bottom line, the issue of conduct-based employment policies could be left to the market, not to legislators.\footnote{Sugarman, supra note 51, at 428.} Without legislative intervention, employers would be free to adopt policies to regulate the health-related conduct of their employees. Under such a regime, Stephen Sugarman explains that employees who do not wish to be subject to such regulation could seek alternate employment or demand higher wages.\footnote{Id. (“The core idea is that workers who do not like employer intrusions into their private lives should choose to work for an employer who does not seek to control the off-duty behavior that the employee engages in.”).} According to this theory, employers who regulate too extensively—that is, beyond the optimal level—will suffer, thus causing them to adjust their policies to reach an efficient level of regulation.

Take recently adopted policies to screen for nicotine users. Henderson explains that a ban on hiring smokers could force the employer to offer increased wages, as desirable employees may want greater compensation to offset the intrusion into their private lives or to counterbalance other negative associations potential workers may have with the policy.\footnote{Henderson, supra note 27, at 1361 (explaining that a no-smoking policy “may cause the firm’s wages to rise, as the firm may have to pay more to attract workers who will be subject to the policy (and are uniquely valuable to the firm) or who put some value on employers not having these rules,” and that “[t]hese latter employees may be concerned about their externality-causing behaviors being captured by future rules or believe that the nannyism signals something else unattractive about the firm—say, a low tolerance for shirking”).}
market-regulated system, employers must calibrate their decisions to ensure the practices they implement will actually lower costs or increase profits. Thus, in the case of the nicotine ban, if the expense of higher wages exceeds the benefits of lower health-care costs or increased productivity, the employer will find itself in an economically worse position than before it instituted the ban.299 Leaving the issue of health-related employment policies to the market would thus not give employers free reign to restrict the off-duty behavior of their employees, but would rather push them to adopt an efficient level of regulation.

In sum, additional lifestyle discrimination legislation may not be necessary—or attractive—as the market could itself determine the extent to which employers can influence the off-duty, health-related conduct of their employees based on economic efficiency. However, there may be certain considerations aside from efficiency that warrant legislative intervention. Thus, even if the market could facilitate reaching an optimal level of health regulation, that economically optimal level could be undesirable for other reasons, such as its adverse impact on certain disadvantaged groups. Hence, legislation may still be necessary, not to promote efficiency, but to prevent adverse unintended consequences that would be costly in other ways.

c. Erosion of Existing Protected Categories

A lifestyle discrimination statute may also impact the field of antidiscrimination law as a whole. Passing additional legislation to prohibit employers from making decisions based on health-related conduct could erode the power of existing antidiscrimination categories by placing that conduct on par with statuses like race, sex, or disability.300

Traditionally, statuses receive antidiscrimination protection in response to severe and on-going subordination.301 However, the social disadvantage on the basis of lifestyle choices is not currently perceived as a serious problem.302 Moreover, given that even the earliest bans came into being no more than a decade or two ago, there is not the history of discrimination that was present when Congress passed Title VII or the ADA.

299. Henderson, supra note 27, at 1557 (“So if a firm implements an antismoking policy that raises labor costs without offsetting increases in productivity or reductions in healthcare expenses, and thus puts the firm in worse cost position vis-à-vis competitors, this can be expected to reduce the firm’s financial performance and therefore managers’ compensation.”).
300. In fact, I have made a similar point in the context of health insurance. See Roberts, supra note 133, at 1197 (“Characterizing decisions made by health insurers based on health status as ‘discrimination’ may dilute the power of this language when used in its more traditional contexts.”).
301. GINA is the primary exception to this general rule. See Roberts, supra note 134, at 141.
302. See Sugarman, supra note 51, at 428 (noting “the problem of lifestyle discrimination is not seen as a terribly serious one”); see also Howie & Shapero, supra note 216, at 22 (calling lifestyle discrimination statutes “unnecessary intrusions of the at-will employment relationship without a significant corresponding [public] policy benefit”).
Critics of lifestyle discrimination protection contend that passing such laws raises the protected conduct to the level of a civil right, thus creating a legally recognized “right” to using tobacco or to being overweight. Moreover, such protection would place nicotine use and obesity alongside race, sex, and disability as federally recognized protected statuses, yet absent an accompanying widespread public perception of discrimination or a history of subordination. Some authors have even argued that an antidiscrimination statute protecting unhealthy behavior undermines the very goals of the American antidiscrimination project itself, putting self-destructive behavior under the umbrella of civil rights, which should only protect constitutionally recognized liberties and immutable traits. Thus, opponents of lifestyle discrimination statutes assert that adding protected—yet voluntary—health-related conduct to the canon of antidiscrimination law elevates the status of that conduct to a civil right, thereby downplaying the significance of other protected groups.

d. Benefits of Paternalism

Finally, lawmakers could choose not to outlaw health-related employment policies because those practices may have a positive social impact. Despite its negative effects on privacy and personal autonomy, paternalism can be welfare-enhancing. As Jeremy Blumenthal and Peter Huang have pointed out, paternalistic policies “may help people save money, live safer, be healthier and make better decisions for themselves.” In particular, employers who outlaw or discourage unhealthy conduct are

303. See, e.g., Lawrence, supra note 32, at 516 (asserting that protecting smokers “elevates cigarette smoking to a civil right”); see also Henderson, supra note 27, at 1610 (“It is equally absurd . . . that legislatures and courts protect something like ‘smokers’ rights’ from the discipline of the market.”).

304. Courts have likewise been reluctant to recognize unhealthy conduct as a constitutionally protected right. See, e.g., Gruendorf v. Okla. City, 816 F.2d 539, 543 (10th Cir. 1987) (upholding an Oklahoma City Fire Department policy prohibiting trainees from smoking because smoking is not a fundamental right). In assessing a challenge to the smoking ban, the Tenth Circuit explained: “We need look no further for a legitimate purpose and rational connection than the Surgeon General’s warning on the side of every box of cigarettes sold in this country that cigarette smoking is hazardous to health.” Id.

305. See Maltby, supra note 19, at 1647 n.45 (noting Regina Carlson’s argument that lifestyle discrimination protection “would elevate drug addiction to civil rights status, along with race and sex” (quoting Matthew Reilly, Florio Urged to Provide Smokers Bias Protection, STAR-LEDGER, Jan. 4, 1991) (internal quotation marks omitted)).

306. See Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1665 (“To elevate the nation’s leading cause of preventable death to the status of a protected civil right is illogical, undermines health education messages, and trivializes the concept of civil rights. Employment-discrimination laws should focus on protecting employees from invidious discrimination based on immutable characteristics or the exercise of constitutionally protected rights. They should not be used as tools to block employers from promoting healthy lifestyle choices.”).

307. Blumenthal & Huang, supra note 121.
also promoting personal, as well as public, health.\textsuperscript{308} Regardless of their effect on individual businesses, such policies hold the potential to further the greater good.\textsuperscript{309}

Workers themselves agree. Employees at Scotts reported positive health-related outcomes, such as quitting smoking and losing substantial amounts of weight.\textsuperscript{310} Scotts' policies promoted a positive work place culture.\textsuperscript{311} Thus, in the case of health-related employment policies, even the objects of paternalism themselves may actively acknowledge the benefits they obtain from complying.

\textbf{C. GOING FORWARD}

As explored in Part II, the current federal protections against healthism in employment fail to extend to health-related conduct. Although a majority of states have some protections on the books that deal with lifestyle discrimination, strong arguments exist both for and against this variety of legislation. It is, however, possible for legislatures to simultaneously honor the concerns on both sides of the issue in drafting additional conduct-based antidiscrimination legislation.

Additional conduct-based antidiscrimination protection would ensure that health-related employment policies do not substantially disadvantage already vulnerable populations. People need jobs. Basing hiring and firing decisions on health-related conduct holds the potential to harm those individuals who are in the most need of income, health insurance, and access to wellness programs. This Article proposes that policies involving adverse employment actions, such as those described in Part I, are simply the wrong mechanism for regulating employee health. However, even with

\textsuperscript{308} Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1652 ("[T]obacco-free workforce policies have the potential to dramatically influence general smoking prevalence. This is a case where business interests appear to converge with public health interests."). But see Schmidt, Voigt & Emanuel, supra note 58, at 1371 ("By cherry-picking 'low-risk' employees and denying employment to smokers, employers neglect [their obligation to contribute to public health], risk hurting vulnerable groups, and behave unethically.").

\textsuperscript{309} Even libertarians, who value autonomy and freedom of choice, recognize the social benefit to limited amounts of paternalistic regulation. See, e.g., Cass R. Sunstein & Richard H. Thaler, Libertarian Paternalism Is Not an Oxymoron, 70 U. CHI. L. REV. 1159, 1159 (2003) ("The idea of libertarian paternalism might seem to be an oxymoron, but it is both possible and desirable for private and public institutions to influence behavior while also respecting freedom of choice.").

\textsuperscript{310} For example, Jim Lowe lost 137 pounds in conjunction with Scotts' initiative. Conlin, supra note 32, at 64–65.

\textsuperscript{311} Id. at 64 ("Gym rats earn special pins they display on ID badge lanyards; these have become a coveted status object. Competition for trips to Hawaii, free massages and facials, and other cash and prizes is fierce. One group of employees started having lunch together every day to keep each other from peeling out of the parking lot for a smoke. Doughnuts have disappeared.").
additional protections in place, employers can still protect their interests and facilitate the health of their employees.

This Article, thus, proposes a middle intervention in an attempt to protect both workers and employers. Lifestyle discrimination legislation would offer some limited protection against adverse employment actions on the basis of unhealthy conduct to streamline protection across the several states yet would employ certain statutory safeguards to facilitate both the profit-maximizing and welfare-enhancing goals of employers.

On the federal level, legislation could be beneficial because, at present, protection varies wildly from state to state.312 The newly instituted policies described in Part I, while permissible in certain states, are outright banned in more than half of the country. Given the national—even global—nature of modern employment, such variation complicates the lives of both employers and employees: What may be acceptable conduct in one office of a national company may be prohibited in another. Furthermore, employers may not know the kinds of practices they can lawfully adopt and employees may not be aware of the protections available to them. In the past, Congress has intervened when states have varying levels of antidiscrimination protection to create a unified federal standard.313 A federal lifestyle discrimination statute would lend consistency to the current pastiche of state law. Yet even absent federal protections, passing or amending statutes at the state level could safeguard against the possible unintended negative effects of employer screens for health-related conduct described below.

1. Protecting Employees

Health-related employment policies could do more harm than good in terms of their ability to improve American health as a whole. While screens for obesity or nicotine use might create a healthier set of employees, those policies achieve that end by excluding individuals who do not conform to norms of healthy behavior. Thus, workers who either cannot conform for structural reasons, or choose not to conform for autonomy reasons, may find themselves un- or under-employed. This outcome could in fact perpetuate population-wide health disparities, as those people who are screened out find themselves even more restricted in their ability to access health care, including preventive services, or to adopt healthier behaviors. Health-related employment policies could—perhaps counter-intuitively—generate a healthier workforce but a less healthy total population. Hence, employer heathism could increase the cost of the ACA on the federal government by

312. See supra Part III.A.
313. Lending consistency to diverse state protections for genetic information was one of the reasons cited in favor of passing GINA. See Gaia Bernstein, The Paradoxes of Technological Diffusion: Genetic Discrimination and Internet Privacy, 39 CONN. L. REV. 241, 288 (2006) (“[T]he failure of the current patchwork of state and federal laws in affecting individuals’ public fears points to the need for a comprehensive federal statute.”).
raising the cost of subsidies for individuals seeking insurance through the exchanges.\footnote{Thanks to Dan Schwarcz for this insight.} Moreover, as explained above, certain historically disadvantaged groups are statistically more likely to engage in unhealthy behavior. Thus, healthist employment policies will ultimately perpetuate or even exacerbate the current health disparities experienced by racial and ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, and the poor and near-poor.

Employer screens for health-related conduct could perpetuate existing health disparities, as well as have a negative impact on overall population health, for at least three reasons: (1) Those policies further entrench the structural barriers to accessing care and making healthy choices encountered by historically disadvantaged populations through restricting their access to needed wage work; (2) they deny the individuals engaged in unhealthy conduct the opportunity to participate in potentially beneficial workplace wellness programs; and finally (3) employer screens for unhealthy behavior limit the capacity to obtain employer-provided benefits, the primary source of health insurance for most insured Americans. The combination of these factors could have the unintended, yet strongly detrimental, effect of impeding the impacted populations’ ability to secure necessary care, thus ultimately leading to poorer overall health outcomes for those already disadvantaged groups.

To start, employer screens limit the number of jobs available to individuals who engage in unhealthy behaviors.\footnote{See Schmidt, Voigt & Emanuel, supra note 58, at 1370 (stating that nicotine bans “disproportionately and unfairly affect groups that are already burdened by high unemployment rates, poor job prospects, and job insecurity”).} By restricting the available work, employers who adopt those policies are likewise restricting access to wages for nicotine users and overweight people. However, finances are often necessary for obtaining health care and making healthy choices. People in poor health often pay more for health care. Those individuals tend to need more health care than their healthier counterparts, as well as to pay more out-of-pocket for the services they consume.\footnote{Historically, in the individual health-insurance market, people at lower levels of health may find themselves uninsured either because of preexisting exclusions or because premiums are too expensive to afford, forcing them to pay out-of-pocket. Likewise, in the group market, people in poorer health still pay more out-of-pocket for health care because of cost-sharing mechanisms, such as deductibles, co-insurance, and co-pays. See generally Crossley, supra note 133, at 74.} Thus, wage work is particularly essential for people in poor health because they need an income to finance their care. Further, as discussed previously, making healthy decisions may be more challenging for poorer people. Fresh nutritious foods, like produce, cost more than processed foods.\footnote{See Sarah B. Schindler, Of Backyard Chickens and Front Yard Gardens: The Conflict Between Local Governments and Locavores, 87 TUL. L. REV. 231 (2012); see also Tara Parker-Pope, Money is Tight, and Junk Food Beckons, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 3, 2008), http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/
income individuals encounter greater barriers to exercising.\textsuperscript{318} Thus, people at lower levels of health need money both to pay for healthcare and to facilitate healthy decision-making. As a result, cutting off access to wage work via screens for unhealthy behavior is particularly devastating to those individuals.

Moreover, health-related employer screens cut off unhealthy people’s access to potentially valuable workplace wellness programs.\textsuperscript{319} Under such policies, potential or current employees who could have benefited from tobacco cessation or other employer wellness initiatives will be screened out prior to employment, or in cases like Scotts, even fired. Ironically, the employees who will have access to employment-based health initiatives under such a system will be employees who are already engaging in healthy conduct. Likewise, the employees who could most benefit from such programs will be screened out and thus unable to utilize them.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, screening for health-related behavior at the employment level could deprive health-insurance coverage to those who need it most. As noted, the American health-insurance system relies heavily on employer-provided benefits.\textsuperscript{320} Thus, for many Americans, being unable to work will also mean losing access to health insurance. Furthermore, health care in the United States is astronomically expensive and costs are still on the rise, even as compared to other industrialized nations,\textsuperscript{321} making health insurance a prerequisite to obtaining health care under many circumstances.\textsuperscript{322} Consequently, there is a link between being un- or under-insured and poorer health outcomes, as those individuals may
go without needed care because they cannot afford it.323 Sadly, the uninsured are thus more likely to experience the most tragic negative health outcome: premature death.324 Given the reliance on employer-provided benefits, when employers screen out unhealthy workers, those individuals not only lose access to jobs but also to the associated health-insurance coverage, thereby cutting off their ability to obtain needed health care and leading to even poorer health outcomes. As some low-income individuals will qualify for Medicaid or the low-income subsidy under the ACA, the population that will be most impacted will likely be the near-poor.325 Importantly, Congress intended health-care reform to improve access to health care in part by reducing the number of uninsured Americans. However, when employers screen for health, they are restricting access to an important source of health insurance and for individuals who may have greater health-care needs.

To sum up, employer screens for health-related conduct simultaneously deny the impacted groups access to (1) wage work, (2) employer wellness programs, and (3) the leading source of health insurance in the U.S. The net effect is that those individuals, who are likely to be in poorer health, will be unable to obtain needed health care, leading to even lower levels of health and even worse health outcomes. However, it does not end there. As discussed, certain historically disadvantaged populations are more likely to use tobacco and to be overweight.326 Perhaps not surprisingly then, those same groups are also more likely to experience health disparities, as well as barriers to health-care access. Racial and ethnic minorities, who will be disproportionately impacted by screens for health-related conduct, already experience health disparities.327 In addition to being more likely to have a lower income, they make up a substantial portion of the uninsured.328 Thus,

323. See id. at 152 (explaining that “[m]ore than 90% of the uninsured cite cost as the main barrier to getting care (as do more than half the insured)); see also id. at 153 (stating that “uninsured adults are significantly more likely to delay or forgo care and to have unmet needs than their insured counterparts”).

324. Id. at 155.


326. See supra Part III.B.1.c (discussing the health of historically disadvantaged populations).


328. Hoffman & Paradise, supra note 322, at 149.
access to employment for the purposes of obtaining care is particularly essential for these groups. Screening them out of employment opportunities for engaging in unhealthy activities that are not relevant to job performance imposes yet another barrier to attaining needed health care.

Similarly, as mentioned, people with disabilities are more likely to smoke or to be overweight, making them probable targets for health-related employment policies. They are also often un- or under-insured.\textsuperscript{329} Moreover, despite using more health-care resources more frequently, individuals with disabilities face significant health disparities.\textsuperscript{330} They report lower levels of overall health, a higher rate of secondary conditions, and less access to preventive measures, leading to poorer health outcomes.\textsuperscript{331} Hence, employer screens for tobacco use and obesity could further limit their ability to access health care.

Lastly, people with low incomes, who are again more likely to engage in unhealthy behavior and thus be affected by the policies described in this Article, currently experience health disparities. Workers in poor and near-poor families are significantly less likely to have access to employer-provided health insurance than their wealthier counterparts.\textsuperscript{332} Perhaps relatedly, about a third of the poor and near-poor do not have health insurance.\textsuperscript{333} People with lower incomes are thus more likely to be in fair or poor health.\textsuperscript{334} Screens for health at the employment level foreclose additional opportunities for securing health care.

While seemingly discrete, the issues of income, insurance, and health are intimately intertwined.\textsuperscript{335} Given their disproportionate impact on populations already facing poor health and significant barriers to accessing care, health-related employment policies could exacerbate the existing health disparities experienced by these historically disadvantaged groups. As a result, employer screens for health could lead to poorer overall health.

\textsuperscript{329} National Council on Disability, supra note 154, at 1 ("People with disabilities frequently lack either health insurance or coverage for necessary services, such as specialty care, long-term services, prescription medications, durable medical equipment, and assistive technologies."); id. at 11–12 ("The health care system in the United States is complex, highly fragmented, and sometimes overly restrictive in terms of program eligibility. This leaves some people with disabilities with no health care coverage and others with cost-sharing obligations and limits on benefits that prevent them from obtaining health-preserving prescription medications, medical equipment, specialty care, dental and vision care, long-term care, and care coordination.").

\textsuperscript{330} For an in-depth account of the health disparities facing people with disabilities prior to health reform, see Elizabeth Pendo, Reducing Disparities Through Health Care Reform: Disability and Accessible Medical Equipment, 2010 Utah L. Rev. 1057, 1059–65; Roberts, supra note 152. See generally National Council on Disability, supra note 154.

\textsuperscript{331} National Council on Disability, supra note 154, at 9–10, 25; see also id. at 34–35.

\textsuperscript{332} Hoffman & Paradise, supra note 322, at 149.

\textsuperscript{333} Id.

\textsuperscript{334} Id.

\textsuperscript{335} Id.
outcomes, particularly for disadvantaged populations. These policies deny people their livelihood in an effort to promote healthier conduct. Although using tobacco and being overweight are conduct-based statuses, the underlying choices are not simple ones: The lack of access to healthy foods and time to work out, or a long-standing addiction to tobacco may be difficult obstacles to overcome without some help. Arguably, nicotine and obesity bans help workers by pushing them to be healthier. Yet those policies could also cause significant harm by restricting their access to wages, wellness programs, and employer-provided health insurance. Current and potential employees thus need protection from the unintended negative effects of health-related employment policies.

2. Protecting Employers

However, employer screens for health-related conduct may also have positive impacts. As outlined in Part I, employers have a variety of reasons for wanting to regulate the unhealthy conduct of their employees. Those reasons include: (1) stigma against unhealthy behavior; (2) costs to the employer; (3) business image; and (4) paternalism. Some of these justifications are not only rational but also altruistic and could ultimately benefit society as a whole. Thus, the Article addresses each of them in turn, examining how lifestyle discrimination legislation might offer security for employees while simultaneously protecting the valid interests of employers.

Take stigma. In the case of irrational stigma, one benefit of additional legislation prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of unhealthy conduct would be to ensure that employers do not bypass good workers for irrational reasons. Thus, such a law could actually be efficiency enhancing. Insofar as the stigma has a rational basis, it would tie in with the cost-related concerns described below. Moreover, antidiscrimination protection could reduce the stereotypes faced by those stigmatized groups.336

As explored in Part I, the rising costs associated with health care and the American dependence on employer-provided insurance have led employers to regulate the health of their employees. While geared toward protecting employees and applicants,337 a lifestyle discrimination statute could likewise make allowances for employer concerns related to cost. For example, in lieu of outright hiring bans, employers could instead adopt health-insurance surcharges or premium reductions.338 Instead of basing

336. See, e.g., Wiley, supra note 264, at 60 (arguing for a destigmatization strategy in obesity regulation and a revival of the interest in antidiscrimination protections).

337. Jessica Jackson notes that a law that protects employees but not applicants will just encourage employers to screen at the hiring stage. Jackson, supra note 20, at 168–69.

338. Legislation in several states allows insurance adjustments. However, scholars writing in this area have been critical of certain kinds of insurance surcharges based on employee wellness. See, e.g., Berman & Crane, supra note 42, at 1671–73 (critiquing insurance
these adjustments on mere behavior, employers could use them as an incentive to participate in wellness programs designed to support employees in making healthier lifestyle choices.

Health-care reform recognizes this possibility. As discussed in Part II, when an attainment-based wellness program’s goal is tobacco cessation, the incentive can be up to 50% of the cost of coverage.\textsuperscript{339} The result is that tobacco users in the small group market could find themselves paying up to 50% more for health-insurance coverage. As a result, the ACA’s final rules require that small group insurers only institute the tobacco-related surcharge \textit{in conjunction with} a wellness program.\textsuperscript{340} Alternatively, a focus on participation—and not goal attainment—with respect to wellness programs reduces the chances of disparities resulting from the structural barriers faced by historically disadvantaged populations.\textsuperscript{341} Thus, while premium adjustments could still have a disproportionate impact on certain vulnerable populations, employers could adopt policies that minimize that effect such as offering participation-based wellness programs as an alternative to the surcharge. Moreover, the negative impact of a premium adjustment will be less drastic than an outright denial of employment.

The statute could also consider employers’ concerns related to safety and productivity by limiting its protections to “qualified individuals.”\textsuperscript{342} Carefully drafted descriptions of job requirements could ensure that employers can take health and fitness into account when making employment decisions regarding jobs that involve strength, agility, or physical endurance. Moreover, like the ADA, legislation protecting health-related conduct could allow post-offer medical examinations to ensure an

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{340} \textit{Id.} at 33.167.

\textsuperscript{341} \textit{Id.} at 33.167.

\textsuperscript{342} For example, Title I of the ADA protects only “qualified individual[s].” See 42 U.S.C. \textsection \textsection \text{12112} (2006).

\end{footnotesize}
applicant's ability to perform job-related tasks, so long as those examinations are confidential and administered to all employees in the same job category. Limiting protection to qualified individuals and allowing nondiscriminatory, post-offer medical examinations could thereby capture concerns related to safety and productivity.

Lastly, employers might also want to screen workers based on health to promote a particular business image. A lifestyle discrimination statute could permit such differentiation by providing a defense for employers, particularly when health is related to the products and services being offered. Like Title VII, legislation that prohibits discrimination on the basis of unhealthy conduct would allow employers to construct business images (and workplace cultures) that would make them market competitive. Thus, employers with health-related missions, such as Baylor, Methodist, or CMC, could argue that their health-related employment policies help establish their desired business image.

Apart from efforts to reduce costs or maximize profits, employers may also regulate employee health due to paternalistic impulses. As noted, paternalism can foster good outcomes. Although it may be difficult to separate pure paternalism from mixed motives, lifestyle discrimination legislation could nonetheless permit—or even encourage—employers to adopt altruistic policies that do not infringe too deeply into workers' private lives or harm socially disadvantaged groups. In particular, employers could adopt initiatives designed to promote a healthy workplace culture. In addition to the insurance-related wellness programs described above, employers could eliminate unhealthy foods in vending machines and at the cafeteria, set individual or group fitness goals, like weight loss or exercise targets, then reward good outcomes with non-job-related awards or privileges, such as firm-wide recognition of success or allowing individuals to have a casual dress day.

In fact, some commentators have even proposed that changes to workplace culture provide a more effective means to promote employee health than wellness programs themselves. Legislators could thus draft the

343. See id. § 12112(d)(3); GARY S. MARX, DISABILITY LAW COMPLIANCE MANUAL § 3:36 (2012).

344. Interestingly, one New England Journal of Medicine article argued that hiring bans on smokers actually runs counter to the mission of health providers. See Schmidt, Voigt & Emanuel, supra note 58, at 1369–70 (calling tobacco bans adopted by health-care providers “paradoxical,” “callous,” and “contradictory” and asserting that “[j]ust as they should treat people regardless of their degree of responsibility for their own ill health, they should not discriminate against qualified job candidates on the basis of health-related behavior”).

345. See, e.g., Al Lewis & Vik Khanna, Is It Time to Re-Examine Workplace Wellness 'Get Well Quick' Schemes?, HEALTH AFF. BLOG (Jan. 16, 2013), http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2013/01/16/is-it-time-to-re-examine-workplace-wellness-get-well-quick-schemes (“We suggest several strategies . . . to re-allocate wellness dollars from ‘get well quick’ schemes to the much more challenging, but ultimately more rewarding, task of truly creating a culture of wellness, a
law to simply prohibit adverse employment actions, such as failing to hire, firing, or not promoting. Thus, so long as employers keep their incentives unrelated to compensation or employment status, their actions would be outside the scope of the legislation. However, employers must likewise be careful to structure their non-employment-related incentives so as not to create additional disadvantage. For example, Whole Foods garnered significant criticism when it adopted a policy giving employees an additional 10% sales discount based on health-related factors, including BMI. Critics asserted that the policy would either reward naturally thin employees or end up benefiting already healthy employees without making an overall improvement in employee health. Ironically, the employees who were arguably most in need of access to the kinds of healthy foods sold at Whole Foods—those with higher BMIs—would have to pay more for that food than their thinner counterparts.

By taking into account the interests of employers, additional protections against discrimination on the basis of unhealthy conduct at the state or federal levels could also bypass several of the critiques outlined above. While any intrusion into employer decision-making by its nature infringes on employment at-will, a lifestyle discrimination statute, if drafted properly, could bypass at least two remaining critiques: the erosion of existing antidiscrimination categories and the positive effects of paternalism. Congress or state legislatures could frame the statute’s protections as privacy- or autonomy-based protections of lawful conduct so as not to create a substantive “right” to smoke or to be overweight that could trickle into other areas or erode existing antidiscrimination categories. Finally, even limited wellness incentives would facilitate positive paternalism, especially if employers could use those programs to create a healthy culture at work. It is thereby possible to maximize the benefits and limit the harms of additional protective legislation for unhealthy conduct.

* * *

As established in Part II, existing antidiscrimination protections against employer healthism will not reach the kind of bans on unhealthy conduct described in Part I. Thus, to prohibit these practices, Congress or state legislatures must draft legislation that shields employees not just on the basis

workplace that can attract and retain healthier, presumably more productive, people than competitors do.”).


347. Sandoval & Lucadamo, supra note 346 (quoting Peggy Howell, a spokeswoman for the National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance).

348. Brownstein, supra note 346.
of their health-related traits, but also on the basis of their health-related behaviors. A majority of states have already taken such measures but the result has been an inconsistent hodgepodge of protections. By adopting federal legislation, Congress could streamline the law in this important area. Moreover, both state and federal lawmakers could structure lifestyle legislation in such a way as to acknowledge the concerns of employers and to protect their interests. Done properly, these statutes could be a win for employers and employees alike, while simultaneously promoting health and wellness for all.

CONCLUSION

With America’s continued dependence on employer-provided health insurance and the full implementation of health-care reform looming on the horizon in 2014, now more than ever employers have myriad reasons to take an interest in the health of their employees. Within the past few years, several employers adopted policies designed to regulate the health-related conduct of their employees. These policies are not, however, unique. Employers of many kinds have taken similar initiatives in the last two decades. Critics of these policies characterize them as unduly discriminatory.

While existing federal employment discrimination statutes offer some protection against discrimination on the basis of health, the health statuses they protect are uniformly trait-based. Conversely, bans on hiring smokers and obese people are matters of health-related conduct. Trait-based statutes, therefore, fail to provide adequate protection against those employer practices.

At present, there is no federal conduct-based antidiscrimination statute to protect applicants and employees who engage in unhealthy behaviors off the clock. Yet despite the lack of a federal law, the majority of states have enacted legislation to shield workers from just these kinds of conduct-based employment decisions. However, these statutes vary greatly in terms of both the employee conduct they protect and the employer actions they forbid.

Employer screens for unhealthy conduct could have an intensely adverse impact on groups who already experience significant health disparities. Thus, additional lifestyle discrimination protections may be in order. In drafting such laws, Congress or state legislatures could carve out certain exceptions to address the employer concerns of the cost of unhealthy conduct, the need to promote a certain business image, and the desire to further the wellbeing of their workers. However, additional legislation would not foreclose an employer’s ability to take an interest in the health of its employees. A conduct-based employment discrimination law could protect only qualified individuals and prohibit only specific adverse employment actions. Employers could thus continue to promote the healthy lifestyle choices of their employees through rewards programs that do not relate directly to employment status or compensation.
In an era when health is on the mind of most Americans, employers will continue to adopt policies related to employee health. While no solution is perfect, a carefully crafted statute could at once protect the private lives of employees and allow employers to act in both an economically and socially beneficial manner.